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Abstract

To assist in obtainirg properties of the rings in a digital image of a ree c¡oss section,

edge detection can be employed. Various edge deæction methods are tested on a sample tree

cross section to determine which one can provide sufficient detection of the ring edges.

Noise reduction and edge enhancement algorithms a¡e examined for their uæfulness in

aiding the edge detection process.

Algorithms for obtaining ring area, and a count of the number of rings, are presented.

The computation of ring area is achieved by obtaining spline approximations to the rings.

This is accomplished by using an edge racking algorithm to track each individual ring.

Th¡ee different methods ofedge tracking are examined for this purpose. A case study on

the sample cross section is provided to demonstrate the procedure for obøining the spline

approximations to the rings.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

l.l Background
Image analysis æchniques provide a very powerful way to obtain detailed information

from a digital image. These techniques can range from simple feature enhancement to

complex object recognition. A very important and widely studied æchnique is edge

detectíon. This is an area concerned with locating edges that occu¡ within a digital image.

The resea¡ch presented here deals with edge deæction and its use in locating ree rings

within an image of a tree cross section.

The ring structure of a tree is imporant to dendochronologists who use it to gauge Eee

age and growth pattems, as well as to determine past atrnospheric conditions. The ability to

uralyze the ring structure with a computer introduces a certain level of automation in the

process. Therefore, the goal of this study was to develop a srategy for extracting the tree

ring contours from a cross sectional image so that they could be subjecæd to an algorithmic

analysis. Although the actual analysis was not an integral part of the study, two useful

applications are presented. One application concerns ring counting, and the other

deærmines the ring area.

The procedure of extracting the tree rings requires three basic steps: noise reduction,

edge deæction and edge tracking. Noise reduction is used !o improve image quality and

reduce errors in the edge detection step. Fdge deæction is used to reduce the information in



the image such thæ only the ring edges remain. In certain cases, noise reduction occu¡s at

ttre same time as edge deædion because it is incorporated into the edge detector itself. Edge

tacking is used on the edge deæcæd image to obtain interpolating functions of the rings

that can then be used for rnattrematical analysis.

t.2 PreliminaryDiscussion
Throughout each chapter, a sample Eee cross section, known as a biscuit, is used to

demonstrate tle effects of the various image processing techniques applied The biscuit,

shown in Fig. 1. I, is from a Jack Pine that had a large mistletoe growth. The accele¡ated

growth can be seen in the larger spacing of the rings. The focus was upon the main trunk

rather than the mistletoe because the mistletoe has few complete rings. Most of the work

was done on a grayscale image of the biscuir ln such an image, each pixel can trke on one

of 256 diffe¡ent intensities of gray. An 8 bit colou¡ image (256 colours) was also used

where necessary. The full colour image was not used due to a lack ofproper ha¡dwa¡e.

ln a grayscale image, ur edge cnnesponds to changes in gray level. These changes can

uke several forms [ROSE2]:

a) A border between two adjacent regions: the gray levels diffø between the two

regions, but are consistent within a region. The cross section of an abrupt grayscale

change resembles a step and is therefo¡e called a step edge (Fig. 1.2(a)). If the

grayscale change occurs over a wider area, it is referred to as a ratnp edge @ig.

r.2(b).

b) A line or a cuwe: the gray levels are relatively constant within an area except for a

thin strip which difføs signifìcantly. Such an edge is called a spike edge (Fig,

1.2(c)). If the gayscale change occu¡s over a wider area, it is calleÅ a roof edge

(Fie. 1.2(d)).

c) A spot: the gray levels are relatively constant except for a small local a¡ea that differs

significantly. The øoss section of such an area will also ¡esemble a spike or a roof.



Fig. 1,1 The sample biscuit scanned at 600 dpi. The top portion is the mistletoe growth.
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In a colour image, an edge can occur because of an intensity change or a difference i¡ hue.

Edges can also occur between regions of differing patterns (Fig. 1.2(e)), but such

sifuations are not considered here.

__J- _-- Jl_ J\_
(a) O) (c) (d) (e)

Fig. 1.2 a) step edge b) ramp edge c) spite edge d) roof edge e) Edge between regions of differing
Patterns'

In the grayscale biscuit image, the rirgs have a roof edge appearance. They are actually

inverted roof edges because their intensity is lower tha¡ their surroundings. In a cross

section of the rings, they appear as troughs. Fig. 1.3 shows an example cross section of

three rings.

Fig. 1.3 An example Ee€ ring cross section.

Edge enhancement is a prccess that will increase the conrast of edges within a digital

image. Non-edge fea$¡es a¡e not affected. Edge deæction is a process that will remove

non-edge features, resulting in an image consisting entirely ofedges. It diffen with edge

enhancement in the respect that edge direction as well as edge strengtlr (i.e., connast) is

obtained. Edge racking is a procedure for following an edge along is length in a sequential

fashion.



1.3 Chapter Outline
In Chapter 2, various image enhancement æchniques are discussed. These include

thresholding, noise reduction and edge enhancemenl The main focus is on edge preserving

noise reduction, which is a very useful preprocessing step that can improve the output of

ma-ny edge detection techniques. The methods presented are compa:ed, in o¡der to

determine the one that produces the best results on the sample biscuit image.

Chapter 3 describes va¡ious edge deæction techniques. The results of tlreir application

to the biscuit image are discussed, and a selection of the best method is made. ln most

cæes, the edge detectors were applied to both the original biscuit image and a preprocessed

version that had a noise reduction method applied The majority of the edge detection

methods discussed work with grayscale images only. Colour edge detection has not been

cove¡ed as extensively in the literaru¡e, therefore only two methods are presented.

Edge tracking is described in Chapter 4. Three methods are presented, including one

designed specifically for tracking ree ring edges. The problems that can occur with the

edge tracking algorithms are examined, as well as methods that improve their robushess.

Chapter 5 describes the application thu was developed to test the image processing

techniques employed. There is a discussion of how ring counting can be achieved

algorithmically, as well as the computation of ring area, A case study illustrating the

procedure used to exract tlre rings of a biscuit is also presented. Finally, Chapter 6

provides a summary of the resgarch,



Chapter 2
Image Enhancement

2,1 Introduction
There are various processing steps that can be employed to enhance features that exist

in a digita.l image. In this chapter, three different techniques are examined: thresholding,

noise reduction, and edge enÏancemenl Noise reduction and thresholding are panicularly

imporunt to edge deæction. Edge enharcement is exami¡ed o deærmine its useful¡ess in

aiding the edge detection process.

Digitized images of biscuits wilt always contai¡ some amount of noise. Noise is

defined æ the random error that occurs during the digitization process. This noise usually

follows a Gaussian disribution and is therefore c aJled Gaussían white noise.In the context

ofbiscuits, noise can be defined as the subtle colour diffe¡ences that occur naturally in the

ree, which is not necessarily the result of scannø error. This form of noise becomes a

problem when performing edge detection, because it may result in tlre detection of an

impropø edge. It is therefore desirable to reduce the noise before edge detection and edge

tracking. Noise reduction is usually performed as a preprocessing step. However, it ca¡ be

incorporated into the edge detector itself so that it occurs during edge detection. When

performed as a preprocessing step, it can be applied to the image more tha¡ once. Increased

application will improve ttre noise reduction.



All the noise reduction, or smoothing, æchniques in this chapter work with loca\zed

groups of pixels. The size of a group is dictaæd by the desired resolution of smoothing.

Since features that are smaller than the group size (e.9., thin edges or sharp comers) will

ultimaæly be averaged out, it must be decided which features are ûo be retained while still

achieving the desired noise reduction. ln the biscuit image, the important features being

examined are the tree rings. The size of these rings can vary, so the smallest group will be

used with each noise reduction mefiod to retain as much detail æ possible. If larger groups

a¡e used there is a chance that important detail could be lost, which would greatly affect the

edge tracking process.

This chapær describes thresholding and the following noise reduction techniques:

low-pass frltering [LIND], median filtering [LIND], K-nea¡est neighbour smoothing

tDAV2l and maximum homogeneity smoothing TNAGA]. Edge enhancement is briefly

examined with a description of high-pass filters ILIND] and the t aplacian t¡ansform

tLrNDl.

An evaluation is given in each section for the respective enhancement method. A¡

enlarged portion of the biscuit image is used to illustrate their application to actual tree rings

(Fig. 2.1). This test image contains two well-defined rings, a third poorly defined ring, and

a light mark that i¡tersects each one. The evaluations are based upon visual results.

Objective results for the noise reduction methods were obtained from [CFIIN] and are given

where applicable. ln the conclusion, the most appropriaæ noise reduction method is

chosen, and the results a¡e summarized.

Where necessary, grayscale images, such as that in Fig. 2.1, are shown in a larger size

to increase their clarity. The contrast of each one of these images was increased to enhance

details, so the gray inænsities a¡e not true to the originals. However, this does not detract

from the conclusions given.



Fig, 2.1 The enlarged section from the sample biscuit used as a test image.



2.2 Thresholding
The most common, and simplest, way of enhancing a picture to bring out deraiJs, is

thresholding [ROSEll. This procedure takes an image/with N (N > 1) possible gray

levels in the range tG-i",Gr*l and reduces it to a bi-level image (only two gray levels,

usually black and white). Civen a value t e [G"¡,, G-1, each pixel (x,y) in the image is

converted as follows:

(t 11 f(x,y)>tf(.r.vì=<
|.0 if /(r,)) < t

Thresholding can also be done with a range of gray levels:

{l ir u< f(x,y)<v
/(x'Y)=to 

otherwise

for given gray levels u,v e [Go¡,,Go'u1.

Another way to threshold an image is by testing whether or not each pixel's gray level

is within some set Z c [Go¡n,G^*]:

(1 it f(x.v\eZ
.f(¡,Y)=1^ :''.'

[u omerwrse

A va¡iation on the thresholding idea is semithresholding. Gray levels below the

threshold become 0, while the remaining ones are left unchanged. For images with objects

that are separate from the background, semithresholding will "remove" the background

while leaving the objects themselves intacL

In certain cases, thresholding can be used æ a simple forrn ofedge enhancemenl

Consider an image that has a high contrast between the background, and the foreground

objecß. If intermediate gray levels occur only on the boundaries of the objects, then a range

thresholding can be done to bring out the edges. This is only edge enhancement, as

opposed to edge detection, because there is no edge direction information obtained.



Such th¡esholding techniques extract objects that have cha¡acteristic gray level ranges

or textures. When trying to enhance the rings of a biscuit, we find that these rings do not

have uniform gray levels. Some rings may be enhanced by thresholding while others may

not (see Fig. 2.2). The threshold values chosen are entirely dependent on the image.

Fig, 2.2 Test inâge thresbolded at 140. Excellent enbâncement of two rings, but the third ring
is merged with adjacênt Doise at the same gray level.

Thresholding only becomes important after some sort ofedge deæction has been

performed. Many edge deæction schemes produce a low inænsity output with the added

characteristic that the gray levels tend to be unifonn along the detected edges. Simple

thresholding can then be used to make these edges visible. This ,¡/ill become apparent when

edge deæction is discussed in Chapter 3.

2.3 Noise Reduction

2.3.1 Low-Pass Spatial Filters

To understand what a low-pass spatial filær is, it is necessary to think of the image as

it pertains to the frequency domain. The rate of chmge of pixel inænsity is refened to as

spatial frequency. It is a two-dimensional quantity because pixel inænsity can change in

both the vertical and horizontal di¡ections. A high spatial frequency corresponds to rapidly

changing pixel inænsities while a low spatial frequency corresponds to constant, or nearly

constant, pixel intensities (Frg. 2.3).
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Fig, 2.3 a) A region of low spatial fîequency. b) A region of high sparial frequency.

A low-pass spatial filter will leave the low frequency content of an image intact while

attenuating (i.e., smoothing) the high frequency contenL This works well to reduce the

high intensity noise.

The low-pass spatial filters discussed here are refened to as convolutíon processes

tLINDl. In such a proces s, a convolution kernel is used to perform a weighted summation

over a neighbourhood of pixels. The central pixel is then replaced by the resulting sum

(Fie.2.Ð.

The following matrices are examples of low-pass filter kemels:

lve ve 1/e1 lvt} 1/10 r/10'l [r/16 1/8 1/ró'l

lvs vs vsl lvrc us yrol I ys v4 v8 I

Lvn un vs) lvrc vlo vloj lyrc ys yrcl

Notice that the elements sum to I in each kernel. This is important in considering how low-

pass filters work.

Since low-pass filters are meant to preserve, or enhance, the low frequency content of

an image, they must not alter existing regions that have this properfy. Consider a region of

constart pixel intensity, which is a region of low spatial frequency (zero frequency

actually). When a low-pass filter is applied to such a region, the new pixel intensity that

¡esults is the same as the old one, and no change takes place. Thus, the low frequency

content is pfesewed.



Grayscale image

Pixel neighbourhood Kernel Matrix

P5 = PlxMl + P2xM2 + P3xM3 + P4xM4 + P5xM5 + P6xM6 + P7xM7 + P8xM8 + P9xM9

Fig. 2,4. Applicarion of a 3x3 convolution k€rnel !o I group of pixels.

The kemels shown above are weighted averages of pixel intensities, with the fi¡¡t

matrix having weights of one (i.e., unweighted average). The other matrices give more

weight to the centre pixel, Fig. 2.5 illustrates results of convolving tlre test image with each

one of tïe kemels.

The conclusions from ICHINI show that local averaging, while effective at smoothing

noise, does not preserve sharp edges. Increased iteration will further ¡educe noise but will

also blur sharp edges. These results are typical of all low-pæs filters, not just local

averaging. This blurring effect is apparent in Fig. 2.5. Even drough noise is significantly

reduced, the rings lose their clarity, and no longer have welldefined edges. Repeated

application of a low-pass filter would blu¡ the cenral faint ring to the point where is edges

could not be detected. It is import¿nt to be able to reduce the noise in the image while still

preserving edges. The following smoothing methods achieve this,
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Fig. 2.5(a) Test image convolved with the first low-pass matdx.

Fig. 2.5(b) Test image convolved wth the second low-pass matrix.



Fig. 2.5(c) Test image convolved with the third low-pass matrix.



2,3,2 Manmum Homogeneity Smoothing

A method proposed i¡ INAGA] smoothes an image by searching for the most

homogeneous area a¡ound each pixel in the image, and replacing that pixel with the average

of the area. It removes noise in a¡eas of low spatial frequency and does not blur sharp

edges. It also has the ability to sharpen existing blurred edges.

At each pixel, the mea¡ a¡d variance of the gray levels are computed for nine

neighbouring regions. The centre pixel is replaced with the mean of the region for which

the va¡iance is minimum (i.e., maximum homogeneity). An example is shown in Fig. 2.6

which illustrates the shape of the nine regions. Since sharp edges should not be blu¡red, the

averaging must not be applied to an a¡ea that contains a sharp edge. An area such æ this

will have a high variance. Therefore, the variance is a good measure of the homogeneity of

the a¡ea. The hexagonal and pentagonal comers of the regions at the centre pixel assist in

the prevention of the degradation of sharp edges.

This process can be iterated until the gray levels of almost all poins in the image don't

change. As can be seen inFig.2.7, the noise has been reduced substantially with only one

iteration. The rings, however, become bluned because they are not perfect step edges.

With increased iteration, such faint rings may be blurred to tlre point where they are

indistinguishable from their surroundings. This is very noticeåble in the test image by the

thi¡d iteration. It was noted in [CI{IN] that this method had a tendency to distort edges in

the form of bluning and over-enhancement and the authors recommended that this method

be iterated no more than twice, in order to preserve edges.
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Fig. 2.6 The gray levels ín the square area o the left exhibit the surctllfe of a step edgo, The
nine regions are illustraþd aiong with their me¿n and variance (shown se¡araæ for clarity).
The lowest vâ¡iance is 3.06, the¡efore the cenre pixel is repþc€d with the coí€sponding
meân of 50.? 1.

The blurring that does result is not as sever€ as that of a low-pæs filte¡ since there is

some edge preservation. Therefore, the maximum homogeneity method offers an

improvement over simple local averages. Its edge preservation, however, is unsatisfactory

for this application.

2.33 Median Filter

The median filter is a common srnoothing algorithm that will reduce noise while

presewing the edge structure of an image ILIND]. It is simila¡ to a convolution process in

that it works with a¡eas of pixels, but it does not use a weighted summation. Instead, the

cenee pixel inænsity is replaced by the median of all the pixel intensities in the

neighbourhood (including iself).
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Fig,2,7(r) Test image processed with one iteration of the maximum homogeneity noise
reduction method.

Fig,2,7(b) Test image processed with two iterations of the maximum homogeneity noise
reduction method.



Fig. 2.7(c) Test image processed with three iterations of the maximum homogeneity
noise reduction method.
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The idea behind the median filter is that, in areas of homogeneous pixel intensity,

noise will appear as large deviations from the average intensity of the region. Once the gray

levels in the a¡e¿ have been so¡ted, the gray level of the noisy pixel will appear near one of

the ends of the list. If this noisy pixel was at the cente of the a¡ea, it will be replaced by a

more appropriate gray level (relative to the region). An example is shown in Fig. 2.8.

ffi 
sortedrisrt""fft'

Fig. 2.8 An âpplicalion of a 3x3 median fìlter. Tte cenre pixel has a large deviation from the
me¿n of the a¡ea and will be conecæd by being replaced wittr 5 (the median).

Since the median filter works to eliminate single pixel enon, edges wiJl be preserved

þrovided that they are sufficiently larger than the operator). Problems occur when there are

featu¡es that a¡e significantly smaller than the operator size. As an example, a 3x3 operator

applied to a single pixel wide edge will result in removal of the edge (larger operators will

also have the same effect). Fornrnately, the odds of encountering single pixel wide ree

rings, at a scanning resolution of 600 dpi, is highly unlikely. The¡efore, the median filter

works very well to remove most of the noise in a biscuit image. This is apparent in Fig. 2.9

which shows that the noise is reduced upon each iæration while the rings remain well

defined. The ma¡k is also enhanced which may cause it o be detected as an edge since its

intensity differs significandy from its surroundings. This is unavoidable unless one

enhances only low intensity edges, which is too specific an operation o cove¡ the wide

range ofpossible edge intensities that can occur in a biscuit image.
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Fig. 2.9(a) Test image processed with one iteration of the median filter

Fig. 2,9(b) Test jmage processed with two iterations of the median filter.
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Fig. 2,9(c) Test image processed with three ite¡ations of the median filter.

Fig, 2.9(d) Test image processed with four iterations ofthe median filter.
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One noticeable effect of the median fdær is the generation of localized a¡eas of constant

pixel inænsity. Si¡ce the median filær does not work with weighted averages, t¡e transition

from one such area to the next is abrupt. It is possible that such â transition could be

detoce,d as an edge if the difference in pixel inænsity is large enough.

The media¡r flrlter produced very favourable results in the evaluation by Chin and Yeh

tCHDll. It is consistent in reducing noise at all levels in a¡eas of both high and low spatiaì

frequency. It was also shown to preserve sharp edges and ramp edges very well. This is

desi¡able because ring edges resemble ramp edges.

2.3.4 K-Nearest Neighbour Averaging

As was mentioned previously, a simple noise reduction method is unweighæd

averaging. The disadvantage is that such an operation does not preserve the edge structure

of an image. As an extension to this, one can perform K-nearest neighbour averaging

tDAv2l.

This method works by replacing the gray level at each pixel P by the average of the k

neighbours (in an NxN neighbourhood) of P whose gray levels a¡e nearest to that of P. It

is possible that within the NxN a¡ea, some of the pixels will not lie within the same region

as P (see Fig. 2.10). If these pixels a¡e included in the averaging, then the mean of P's

region will shift to that of the other region(s). This is what happens with large k and will

result in loss of information. Small k will lead to an average with larger variance from the

region.

The K-nearest averaging method had, along with the median filær, the best all a¡ound

results in the evaluation in ICFIINI. It effectively reduced noise and preserved edges

consistently at all levels of noise. One test performed in their evaluation was the effect of

changing edge slope. The K-nearest method exhibited improved edge preservation with

decreasing edge slope. This is important since ring edges are more similar to ramp edges

than step edges.
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Fig. 2.10 The outlined a¡e¿ e¡closes two diffe¡ent regions. The cenre pixel will get the comæt
average only if the 6-nearest neighbours are averaged.

The results from [DAV2] suggest that Gnearest neighbour averaging provided the best

subjective enhancement. Fig. 2.1 1 shows the results on the test image using a 3x3

neighbourhood. Even though the noise was not significantly reduced until at least the thùd

iteration, the rings continued to become even mor€ dehned. Even the faint ring became

more distinguishable afte¡ a few iterations. However, this method shares the same

disadvantage as the median filter because it enhances the mark as well.

2.3.5 Colour Noise Reduction

Performing noise reduction upon an image with 256 colous rather tha¡ 256 shades of

gray is not rivial. The gray levels that result from applying a noise reduction method to a

grayscale image will fall in the range 0-255. Depending on the method used, some round

off error may occur. The low-pass filters or the K-nea¡est noise reduction method use

averages which may not result in integer gray levels, while the media¡ filter will always

produce integer values.

If these noise reduction methods are to be used upon an image with 256 colours, two

problems occur. Since each colour is defined by the intensity of its red, green and blue

components, there is the problem of how to apply the filter to these components and then

combine the resulting values. The other problem is the possible occurence of colou¡s that

do not lie within the colour table.
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Fig. 2,11(a) The test image processed with one iteration of the K-nearest noise reduction
method (K=6).

Fig. 2.11(b) The test image processed with two iterations of the K-nearest noise
reduction method (K=6).



Fig, 2,11(c) The test image processed with three iterations of the K-nearest noise
reduction method (K=6).

Fig. 2,11(d) The test image processed with four iterations of the K-nearest noise
reduction method (K=6).



For an example, consider the median filter. The first problem is solved by simply

applying the median filte¡ to each component separately, so that, given n colours, dre

median ca¡ be obtained from the ¿ red components, the n green components and the n blue

components, ¡esulting in three medians which represent the red, green and blue

components of the replacement colour. However, it is quite possible that these three new

components do not march ary of the colours in the colou¡ table. If the coloun a¡e treated as

3-vecton, then the colour in the colou¡ table that has the minimum Eucüde¿n distance from

the new colour can be used instead. However, this introduces a large amount of error.

This error made it undesirable to modi$ any of the above noise reduction methods to

work on an image with only 256 colours. Rather than reducing noise and enhancing edges,

they would comrpt the image and reduce deøil. This would severely effect any edge

detection performed.

2,4 High-Pass Filters
High-pass filters a¡e simila¡ o low-pass filtøs, but they enhance the high fre4uency

content of an image insæad of the low frequency content A high-pass f¡Iter will enhance

edges because of the high spatial frequency cha¡acteristic of an edge, but will leave the low

frequency content intacL The disadvantage is that noise is also enha¡ced because it sha¡es

the same cha¡acteristics as step edges. However, in the presence of low noise, high-pass

filters are very adept at enhancing edges. The following matrices are some high-pass

convolution kernels given in [LIND]:

The key to the operation of a high-pass filær is in the large centre coeffrcient. This

causes the gray level of the centre pixel to be multiplied by many times its value. The

li :,il Ëi;l [i ;l]
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smaller negative co€fficients work t,o reduce the effect of this larger weighting value. The

result is that the high fiequency content is enhanced. The coefficients must sum !o one so

that a¡eas oflow spatial frequency arc not affected (as explained earlier).

High-pass filærs a¡e not useful for enhancing tree rings u¡less the noise is removed.

Fig.2.l2 illustrates the application of each of the above kemels to the test image. The result

in each case is a very noisy image. Fig. 2.13 illustrates their application !o the test image

which has been smoothed with 4 iterations of the Gnearest neighbour method. As

expected, t}ere is less noise, but the rings are actually reduced in detail. Thresholding will

bring out the details, but this defeats the purpose of performing edge detection. Therefore,

high-pass filters are not a useful preprocessing step.

2,5 Laplacian Edge Enhancement

Laplacian edge enhancement is similar to high-pass f ter enhancement in that it

enl¡ances the high frequency content ofa¡ image. A significant difference is that a¡eas of

constant or linearly increasirg inænsity are attenuated and become black (which will

become apparent later). It is also omnidirectional which means that it highlights edges

regardless of their di¡ection. These different qualities make it superior to simple high-pass

filter enhancement methods.

Laplacian edge enhancement is based on the Laplacian ransform. The taplacian

transform L of a function ,f(x,y) is as follows:

L(.f(¡,y)) =+.+dx dy

For discrete functions, the partial derivatives can be approximaæd by

Ã2f'-i = /(x + l) - 2f (x)+ f (x -t)
rJx-

-; J, 
= /()+ 1) - 2Í(y) + Í(y -L).

oJ
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Fig,2.72(a) Unsmoothed test image convolved with the first high-pass matrix

Fig. 2,12(b) Unsmoothed test jmage convolved with the second high-pass matrix,



Fig. 2.12(c) Unsmoothed test image convolved with the third high-pass mat¡ix.

Fig. 2.13(a) Pre-smoothed test image convolved with the first high-pass matrix
Smoothing done with four iterations of K-near noise reduction (K=6).



Fig, 2,13(b) Pre-smoothed test image convolved with the second high-pass matrix
Smoothing done with four iterations of K-near noise reduction (K=6).

Fig, 2,13(c) Pre-smoothed test image convolved with the third high-pass matrix.
Smoothing done with four iterations ofK-near noise reduction (K=6).



Therefore, the Laplacian can be approximated by

L(f (x,y))= f (x+r,Ð+ f G-t,y)+ f (x,y+ l)+ /(¡,y - 1) - af G,Ð.

This can be expressed as a convolution kemel:

[olol
lr 4 rl
trrol

An imporønt attribute is that the coefficients sum to zero. This will cause the low spatial

frequencies !o be attenuated (i.e., areas of constrnt or li¡early increasing pixel inænsity will

become black).

Laplacian edge enhancement has the same drawbacks as high-pass filters because it

enha¡ces noise and edges equally. Fig. 2.14(a) illustrates its application to the æst image.

In the figure, positive values are displayed as white, zero values are displayed as a medium

gray, and negative values are displayed as black. The image hæ a large amount of noise

and the rings are barely visible. Removal of negative values improves the image, but there

is still a fai¡ amount of positive noise lefr

Smoothing the image first greatly improves the results (Fig. 2.laþ)). In comparison

to the ursmoothed test image, the faint ring is enhanced very well and there is very little

noise. However, there a¡e breaks in the middle ring. Again, removal of the negative values

would lessen the noise without effecting the ring enhancement, but the positive values do

not provide enough definition by themselves.

Together with a noise reduction method, the Laplacian works very well !o enhance

edges visually. The goal, however, is to obtain as much inforrnation and detail as possible.

Since the Laplacia¡ fdter can reduce edge detail, because of its sensitivity to noise, it will

not improve the resuls of any edge detectors. As will be seen in Chapær 3, the Laplacian

transform is fa¡ more important for a particular form of edge detection that makes use of ûre

Gaussian function.
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Fig. 2.14 a) Unsmmthed test image convolved witn I qllaca fl te¡. b) Smoothed test image
convolved with Laplac€ filter. Smoothing done witb 4 it€r.atioDs of Gneârest frlter.

2,6 Conclusioru
Noise reduction is an important preprocessing step. Edge deæction methods that do

not have any noise immunity (i.e., cannot distinguish befween noise and true edges) need

to have noise removed before they can perfonn satisfacûorily. Each of the smoothing

algorithms described in this chapter provides some level of noise reduction. However,

there aæ important differences that dictate which one is most appropriate for this

application.

Lnw-pass filter noise reduction does not produce desi¡able results. The image will be

bluned regardless of the underlying infonnation and this loss ofedge information will

result in poor edge deæction. The maximum homogeneity method offers an improvement,

but will still blur the rings since they are not perfect sæp edges.

The median and K-nea¡est methods a¡e more dæirable because they effectively reduce

noise while preserving both ramp and sæp edges. These subjective obs€rvations

accompanied with the results obtained from [CHINI suggest that these wo image

enhancement methods a¡e the most beneficial in aiding edge deæction. Although the results

are similar, the K-nea¡est noise reduction method was used when testing the edge detection
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algorithms presented in the next chapter. Its ability to enhance ramp edges well makes it

more effective since rings tend ûo have such edges.

It was shown that high-pass filters and Laplacian edge enhancement are not useful

preprocessing steps if edge detection is to be performed. Thei¡ enhancement characteristics

will not improve edge deæction and in some cases may hinder iL Thresholdilg on the other

hand, is an imporant image enhancement technique that is necessary t¡ bring out the details

of an edge detected image.
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Chapter 3
Edge Detection

3.1 fntroduction
Edge deæction is úre process of obtaining edge information from a digital image. This

infonnation will indicaæ which pixels are part of an edge and each one of these edge pixels

will be assigned the di¡ection of the edge that passes tfuough it In addition to this, e¿ch

edge pixel can also be assigned an edge weight corresponding to the stength ofthe local

edge.

By edge detecting the biscuit image, it is possible to creaæ another image that consists

solely of the ring edges. The quality of the edge detection meûrod used depends on the

resulting signal to noise ratio (SNR) and edge localization The SNR refers to the ratio of

the edge operator's response to actual edges and its response to noise. For example, a SNR

of I means that the response to both noise and edges is identical, and a distinction cannot

be made betwe€n the two. A SNR of 100 would mean that noise has only a l7o

contribution to the edge operator output. If an edge operator does not have a high SNR then

an edge-preserving noise reduction method must be used as a preprocessing step.

Fdge localization refers to the actual position of the deteded edge. Good localization

conesponds to the ouput of detected edges exactly at the positions of the original edges.

Poor localization conesponds to the output of detecæd edges that are offset from the

original edges. The poorer the localization, the thicker the edges due to the displacemenl
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The size of the edge operator will sometimes dictate the localization. Smaller operators will

have good localization while larger ones may not. As with the image enhancement

operalors, if the edge operator is small, then smaller features will be detecæd. If rhe edge

operator is large, then larger features will be detected. Vr'ith a larger edge operator, smaller

features may be detecæd, but with poorer localization.

To compensate for possible noise and edge localization problems, the sample biscuit

wæ scanned at ó00 dpi, hwer scanning resolutions were not sufficient fo¡ this particular

biscuit. It is necessary to scan at a high enough resolution so that the rings are separate

from one another. For the particular sample biscuit, 600 dpi provided good ring definition

as well as an image that was not too large to work with. It is possible that othe¡ biscuis

may not require such high scanning resolutions, while others may require scanning

resolutions even finer tha¡ 600 dpi. In any case, finer scanning can only improve edge

detection and edge tracking results because of the better definition of small detaits.

ln this chapter, various edge detection methods and thei¡ effectiveness in detecting ring

edges arc discussed. To illusrate their edge detection capabilities and limitations, the æst

image from Chapter 2 is used and will be referred to as test image 1. For funher

illusration, two other test images are used The first one shows three relatively closely

spaced well defrned rings, with breaks in them, and a small artifact in the form of a spot

edge (Fig. 3.1(a)). The otïer is an example of poor ring definition (Fig. 3.1(b)). The upper

ring is well defind the lower ring is rather faint, and the cente ring is barely

distinguishable at all, with many breaks in it These two images are rcferred to as t€st image

2 ard test image 3, respectively.
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Fig.3.1(a) Test image 2.

Fig.3.1(b) Test image 3.
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The edge detection methods that were tested rcpresent a general overview of existing

techniques. To begin, section 3.2.1 describes the earlier approaches to edge detection that

made use of the gradient IGONZ,DAVI,ROSE2]. These ideas did not t¿ke i¡to account

noise immunity. Section 3.2.2 discusses the Prewiu and Sobel operators which make use

of averagirg to provide a small amount of noise immunity IROSE2IIND]. Two iterative

methods are discussed in section 3.2.3. One method makes use of the gradient [EBER], the

other rnakes use of local averaging fKASVl. Both methods also have a second iærative

stage that thins the edges.

Section 3.4.4 discusses a method that uses a multiple template matching scheme to

achieve edge detection at more tha¡ one scale IBRZ¡1. This method provides good

localization as well as noise immunity. A different approach o edge detection is

accomplished by using the diffe¡ence of two operators, one linear and the othe¡ nonlinear.

A method which uses the difference between a low-pæs filter a¡rd a median filter is

discussed in section 3.2.5 [DEFE].

Section 3.2.6 deals with a rathø unique edge detection method that makes use of the

concept of entropy tSHIOl. In section 3.2.7, two edge detection methods that work in the

frequency domain rather than ttre spatial domain a¡e inroduced The first is an optimally

recursive algorithm [DER1,DER2], and the other uses an operator cr€ated by taking the

Laplacian of the Gaussian TMARR¡ILDI.

Finally, section 3.3 dessibes three methods of performing colour edge detection. The

fi¡st two methods apply the idea of the gradient to a colour image [æNZ,CUMA]. The

thi¡d method is an extension to enropy edge detection in a grayscale image [SHIO].

As a matter of convention, when refening to a pixel in an image, a Cartesian

coordinate system with a ¡eversed Y axis is used. This arrangement was adopted because

the window system used for the implementation has such a coordinate system, I¡l all ttre
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following examples, the X axis increases from left to right, and the Y axis increases from

top to botlom.

3.2 Grayscale Edge Detection

3.2.1 Gradient

A common and simple method used for edge deæction ß the gradient. (tGONZl,

IDAVI], tROSE2l). The gradient vector G of a functionflx,y) is defined as

cr.r(¡,y)r = lg,+l
\dx dy )

Derivatives taken in any pair of perpendicular directions can be used [ROSE2]. The

magnitude of this vector is given by

I

rc r.rr,, yrl =lel" . &)'1,
and ttre direction of this vector is given by

A large magnitude will represent a steep slope in the function, which is analogous to an

edge (Fig. 3.2). Assuming an edge is present, its direction will be perpendicular to the

di¡ection of the gradient vector.

The above equations a¡e for continuous functions. For a digital image, the gradient

vector componens can be approximated with fi¡st differences instead of fust derivatives.

An example pixel arrangement, shown in Fig 3.3(a), is the following:

(^,"fX¡,y) = f (x,y) - f (x + t,y)

(Á,/Xx,r) = f(x,y)- f(x,y+r)

-.-[f#ì]



Gradient vector
Edge Vector

Fig, 3.2 A continuous slope showing tlle appropriate edge and gradient vectors.

These two differences ca¡ then be combined to compute the magnitude of the gradient The

problem with this arrangement is that the differences arc not located symmerically with

respect to (x,y). They a¡e instead centred at (x+1/2,y) and (x,y+12). This can be avoided

by using

(^,.fX¡,y)=f(x-1,y)-l(¡+1,y) (1.1)

(^,/Xx,y) = /(x,y -t)- Í(x,y+L)

which is symmetric around (x,y) (Fig. 3.3(b)). Another arrangement is the R¿b¿r¡'s

g r adi e nt (F ig. 3.3 (c)) :

(^,"f )(¡,y) = f (x,y) - f (x +1,y +1) (r.2)

(L,f)Q,y)= f(x+t,y)- f (x,y+1)

This is symmeric around (x+U2, y+tp).

ln order to obtain the magnitude of the gradient, the di¡ectional differences given above

must be combined in some way. One way is to use the square rcot of the sum of tlreir

squares. This method, however, infoduces bias either for or against diagonal edges

depending on whether method (1.1) or (1.2) is used. The method suggested in [ROSE2]

makes use of the rn¿ximum of the two absolute differcnces
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n¿s(G) = mÐ((l¡ 1x - r, y¡ - ¡ 1x+ 1, ))1, l/(r, ) - l) - /(x, y + 1)l) o r

mas(G)= max(l/(.r,y) - /(x+ 1,y + 1)l,l/(r+ 1,y) -,f(¡,y+ 1)l)

which eliminates the bias.

Fig.3,3 a) non-syrnmetric gradient b) symmetric gradient c) Roben's gradient,

By thresholding the gradient magnitude, edges can be revealed. Larger threshold

values will deæct larger inænsity changes, and therefore sæeper edges, while smaller

threshold values will deæct edges with smaller slopes.

Fig. 3.4 Applying the Rob€rt's operator to the ramp edge at (x,y), gives a value of 10. If tbe
tbesbold value is greats tbân 10, then the edge will nor be detected.
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Gradient operators work very well for irnages that do not contain much noise. As soon

as any reasonable amount of noise is introduced, they are very poor edge detectors. This is

primarily due to their small size. Since they are sensitive to large changes in intensity, noise

will be enhanced as well edges. Ramp edges with small slopes wiJI be missed, unless the

th¡eshold value is very small (Fig. 3.a). Smaller th¡eshold values will enhance more edges

but will also result in increased noise enhancemenl

Fig. 3.5 Unsmoothed tJest inage 1: a) Roben's: fÞresholded at 4; b) Rob€rt's: thresbolded at 5;
c) S¡'nrmetric: lhresbolded at 4; d) Symmet¡ic: tb¡esbolded at 5.

When the Robert's and symmetric gradient operators were applied ø test image I with

thresholding, their sensitivity to noise became apparent (Fig. 3.5). Depending upon what

threshold value is chosen, a tradeoff berween edge detection and noise immunity can be

obøi¡ed. A larger threshold value decreases the amount ofnoise picked up, but reduces the

number of edges det€cted. Faint rings become disconnected with ratlpr la¡ge gaps. A

4t



smaller threshold value will improve detection of the faint ring, but also increases the

amount of noise picked up between rings. An advantage of gradient operatrors is that they

will detect both sides of the ring. This is useful to obtain a measure of a ring's width.

Flg. 3,6 Smoothed test image l: a) Robst's: tbresholded ar 3; b) Rob€rr's: tbresholded at 4; c)
Synmet¡ic: thresholdsd at 3; d) Slmmeric: tbreaholded at 4.

The success of gradient operators can be irnproved by smoothing the biscuit image

with one of the edge preserving noise reduction methods mentioned in Chapær 2. The K-

nea¡est noise reduction method was chosen because it produced the best rqsults. By

eliminating some of the noise, lower threshold values can be used, resulting in betær edge

deæction (Fig. 3.6). This is desirable since lower th¡eshold values will bring out the faint

rings. However, even with such an improvement, gradient edge deæction is not an

appropriate method to enhance the rings in the æst image. Certain threshold values may

produce good results in one part of the image but poor ¡esults in others.

,'--.tr
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The symmetric gradient tended to produce better results than tle Robert's gradient. Its

larger size resulted in thicker edges and therefore fewer gaps. Thus, it provides more

information tha¡ the Robert's gradient at lower thresholds.

3.2.2 Ditrerences of Averages

By using differences of local averages, edge detection can be performed with the

added benefit of some noise smoothing. Two implementations of this idea a¡e the Prewin

and Sobel op€rators [ROSE2,LIND]. They are examples of unweighæd and weighæd

averages, respectively.

Edge detection is achieved by computing two local averages and taking their

difference. An example is shown in Fig. 3.7. Since averages are taken, the smoothing is

done at the same time as the edge deæction. The smoothing effect is somewhat less than

that of a 3x3 low-pæs filær because only three gray levels rather than nine are averaged.

f(x,y) = {vgmgt t¡ area A - Average of area B

Fig. 3.7 One metbod of a difference of averages. The c€nFe gray level is replaced by the
differenc€ of the averages of tbe two afeås.

To obtain orientation independence, the operators are implemented as two convolution

matrices which are perpendicula¡ to each other. One matrix will obtain edge stength in the

X direction, and the other marix with give the edge strength in the Y direction. The

operators are 3x3 matrices so that they are symmetric a¡ound (x,y). The Prewitt operator is

implemented as the two convolution kernels

f-l o rl lr 1 r'l

ål-,0,1 +l 
, o ol

L-l 0 rJ L-l -1 -tl
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for X and Y respectively. These a¡e unweighted averages. The orientation and magnitude

of the edge slope are obtained in a simila¡ manner to t¡e gradient:

I
Magnitude = (X'z +f'?);

Direction = ^."onllltx/
As noted before, the actual edge is in a direction perpendicula¡ to the above angle. This

operator has a weaker response to edges that are not optimally orienæd (i.e., edges that are

not at 0 or 90 degrees) as opposed to tirose that are.

The Sobel operator attempts to conect this unbalanced response by giving a larger

weight to pixels closer !o the centre pixel. The resulting convolution kernels are

f-r o 1l 11 2 t1!l-, o rl 1l o o ol4tt4tt
L-l 0 lj L-l -2 -11

forX a¡d Y respectively. The magnitude and di¡ection a¡e obtained as with the Prewin

operator.

Fig. 3.8 Unsmooü)ed test image 1: a) Prewitt tbreshol&d ar 4; b) Sobel: thresholded at 4.

Both operators exhibit improved results over the gradient operators. Their smoothing

cha¡acteristics and larger size make them more suitable for noisy images. When applied to

test image l, both methods showed an improvement over the gradient methods when using
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identical thresholds (Fig. 3.8). Their averaging cha¡acteristics resulted in less noise being

detected. The Sobel operator tended to enhance more noise beæause of the extra weight

given to the centre pixels, but it also detected the lighær ring better.

When applied to the smoothed test image, the¡e was much less noise deæcted, but

ftese mefhods did not perfonn any better than the gradient operators at the same threshold

(Frg. 3.9). The Prewitt operator perfonned worse than the gradient operaûors, while the

Sobel operator performed comparably to the symmetric gradient method. The beuer

performance of the Sobel operator over the Prewitt operatror can again be attribuæd to its

weighted average. When given a smoothed irnage, a noise suppressing edge detection

method is not really needed. This is why the Prewitt and Sobel operators did not p€rform

any better upon the smoothed image.

Fig. 3.9 Smoothed test image l: a) Prewiü: tbresbolded at 4; b) Sobel: tbresholded at 4.

3.23 lterative Methods

A method presented in [KASVJ suggests an iterative approach to edge detection. Each

pixel (x,y) in an image/, is alæred as follows:

, ( Ír-,(x,y)- AvB*-tG,y) if/*(r,y)>0
It\x'!)=[ o otherwise
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wherc Avgk-t(x,y) is a local average taken over an NxN area (centred on (x,y)). The above

iærative definition ståtes that a pixel value at step È is generaæd by subEacting the local

average from the pixel value at step &-1. If the new pixel value is negative then it is set to

zero. This process is iæraæd as many times as necessar5r. As with the Prewitt and Sobel

operators, this iterative method has noise smoothing characteristics due to the averaging

involved.

The edge detection is followed with a¡r iærated edge thinning procedure. This thinning

approach favours st¡aight line segments by using four convolution matrices representing

ideal lines in 45 degree increments. For a 5x5 local neighbourhood, the matrices would be

il
0l
2l

r-r -l -1 -1 -1110 -1 -1 0lo o o o oll-r -1 o 2lz 2 2 2 2ll-r o 2 o
lo 0 o o oll 0 2 0 -l
L-l -1 -t -l -lll 2 0 -1 -1

0ll-1 0 2 0 -lll 0
-|l-1 0 2 0 -1ll-l
-1ll-l 0 2 0 -1ll-l0ll-1 0 2 0 -1ll 0

0-l-1
2 0 -1020
-l 0 2
-1 -1 0

for 0', 45", 90" and 135", respectively. Convolving with each matrix gives sums 50, 545,

590 *¿ 5135. The replacement gray level is then computed as follows:

f re,Ð ={max(sl-,,si:r,sfl,,sl1i) 
if/*(r,v) > 0

[ 0 if max value is negative

This procedure is then iteraæd upon the image that resulted from applying the frst iteration

procedure. lncreæing the number of thinning iærations produces thinner edges.

Even though averaging is used, this method is still sensitive to noise. For a pixel in an

area oflow spatial frequency, there will most likely be a small differenc¿ between the local

average and the pixel's inænsity. The intensity of a pixel in an area of high spatial

frequency may be quite different from the local average. This larger intensity difference will

occur when the operator is centred along an edge, but will also occu¡ when the operator is

centred upon single noisy pixels (Fig. 3.10). Thus, noise is detected equally well as edges,

ard, as shown in the figure, it can produce a larger response than an edge.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 3.10 An example ofhow noise can produce a lffger response than an edge pixel. a) The
c€ntre pixel is next to a¡ edge. In the fÍst iteration it wiu be replaced by 2. b) Tbe c€ntre
pixel represens noise. In ùe first iterâtion it will be replaced by 8.

This method performed very poorly on test image 1. The edge points tended to have

very small intensities and therefore required a small th¡eshold !o enhance them. Any

threshold value above I eliminated most of the deøil while a threshold value equal ûo 1

enhanced too much detail (Fig. 3.1 l). The edge detected image had a large amount of

noise, which could not be thinned properly. Without any well defined edges, the thinning

procedure simply enlarged any "holes" formed by non-edge points (Fig. 3.12(a-c)).

Fig. 3.1 I Smoothed test image 1 with one iterâtion of edge detection and on€ it€ration ot €dge
tbinning. a) thesbolded at 1 b) thresholded ât 2,

As expected, better results were obøined by smoothing the image first. The effect of

increased iteration of the edge deæction phase is shown in Fig. 3.12(d-Ð. Each sæp

produces fewer edge points, so only a few iterations were perfonned. By the third

iteration, the ring edges are more distinguishable. Notice that both sides of the ring are

detecæd.



Fig. 3.12 (a){c) Unsmootbed test image I witb tbre€ it€rarions of edge dete.tion and me, two
a¡d thre¿ thiming iterations, ¡espectively (threshold€d at 1). (d)-(f) Snmlhed test imÂge I
using only one thinning iter¿fion and one, fivo and tbree edge det€ction iterations,
resp€ctively (thresbolded at Ð.

With the pre-smoothed image, the thinning phase did not thin the edges as exp€cted.

Increased iTeration actually enlarged the detecæd ring edges by frlling in empty spaces. This

is the reverse of what occuned witl the unsmoothed image, because there were detecæd
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edges and less noise in this case. The thinning procedure can actually sfengthen existing

edges by lengthening them. This is advantageous because disconnecæd edges due to gaps

in the rings may be¡ome connected. Unfornrnately, even with the smoothed image, the

thinning phase could not improve upon the edge detection phase, because there was loo

much noise presenl

Another iærative method, proposed in [EBER], makes use of the edge vector for

smoothing and thinning. To begin, the gradient vector is obtained at each pixel. The edge

vector is then computed from the gradient and pæsed through an iærative smoothing phase,

and then an iterative thinning phase.

There a¡e two ways to perform the smoothing. In either case, a cenEal edge vecûor is

modified using six neighbouring vectors. The first method is diffusion, whereby a portion

of the central edge vector is added to each neighbour vector. The second method is

infiuion, in which the cent¡al edge vector is replaced by the sum of itself and a weighted

average of the neighbours. Which neighbouring vectors are used depends upon the

di¡ection of the edge vector to be modified. The central edge vector's direction is quantized

to the nea¡est 45o, resulting in four possible neighbouring vector configurations (vertor

di¡ections that differ by 180o use the same neighbourhoods):

Htrtrtr
The black pixels indicate which neighbouring vectors are involved in tle smoothing

operation.

Afær the smoothing operation has been iæraæd the required number of times, the next

step is to perform the edge thinning. The thinning algorithm is based upon non-maxima

absorption. Smaller edge vectors are absorbed by their larger neighboun. Each edge vector

has a principal direction based upon which of the X and Y components is larger, giving

four possible di¡ections (i.e., up, down, left and right). There will be two neighbouring

edge vecüors at right angles to the principal di¡ection (e.g., if the principal direction of the
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edge vector at pixel (x,y) is up, the neighbouring vectors are at (x-l,y) and (x+1,y)). The

central edge vector is compared with each of these neighbours only if they have the s¿me

principal edge di¡ection. If this is i¡deed the case, and a neighbouring vector has a smaller

component in the principal di¡ection as compared !o the cenfal vecúor, then the cenEal

vector absorbs a ponion of that neighbour. An example is shown in Fig. 3.13. Using an

absorption factor of 0.5 ensu¡es that a vecúor will immediately go !o zero length if both of

its neighbours are larger (because both neighbours will absorb half of each vector

component).

Fig, 3,13 The c€ntra] ve€tor has a principal direrfion in tbe vertical diæaion because the Y
component is lar:ger than the X component. Si¡ce the neigbbouring vectors have the same

fincipal direction but småIler Y cdnpoÌìents, tÞy aæ absorbed by the c€ntral vector. In this
case an âbsorptíon factor of 0.5 is used.

This iterative method is an improvement over the iterative averaging method. It hæ

betær noise immunity as well as betær thinning abilities. For tqsting, the infusion

smoothing method was used be€ause diffusion produces much more ragged edges

tEBERl. When applied to both test image 1 and the pre-smoothed version, it was found

that increased iteration of the smoothing step produced much thicker edges (Fig. 3.14). The

reason for this is that neighbouring groups ofedge vectors have relatively the same

di¡ection and will therefore reinforce one anotl¡er.
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Fig. 3.14 Smoothed test image I witb one iteration of thirning and one to four ite¡ations of
edge smooùing for (a)"(d), respectively (tbresholded at 8).

Application to tle smoothed test image resulted in less noise than the non-smoot¡ed

image, but in either case, the noise rcduced the effectiveness of the thinning phase. Edges

were thinned appropriaæly, but the noise inærfered ând caused false edges to appear. Fig.

3.15 illustraæs the effects of increased thiruring. The edges of both of the darker rings as

well as the faint ring can be identified immediately. As the thiruring proceeds, the presence

of the false edges gives the image a fibrous appearance. This proves to be the drawback of

this edge detection method. The ring edges are not s€parated from one another compleæly

because of the false edges. This poses a problem when edge tracking is performed.
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Fig. 3,15 Smoothed test imâge l with for¡r ite¡ations of edge smoothing and one to four
iterations of thiDning for (al(d), resp€ctivety (rbreshotded at 8).

3.2.4 Rule Based Multi-template

The previously described edge detection methods had a fixed resolution depending

upon how large ofan a¡ea was used. This initial condition would dictate what size ofedge

could be deæcted. By using different sized operators at each point in an image, and

combining the results, one obtains an edge detector that is sensitive to edges of various

sizes and works well in noisy areas. An edge detector of this type is described in [BRZA].

This method makes use of multiple templates of different sizes. Each template is a

matrix of size NxN where N is an odd number. The smallest æmplate size provides

localization ofedges, the interrnediate sizes provide stabilization, and the largest size

provides noise immunity. The templates are co¡tstructed to model ide¿l edges in different



orientations. As an example, to model edges at angles in 45' increments, eight æmplaæs for

each size would be needed. If there were three different sizes, a total of 24 æmplates would

be needed. If signed edge direction is not importânt, then only half the number of templates

a¡e needed due to the symmetry between edge templates that differ by 180". A templaæ that

models a 45'edge is shown in Fig. 3.16(a). For simplified calculations, l, = 1 was chosen.

Fig. 3.16(b) shows an example 5x5 æmplaæ matrix.

Edge strength for a æmplaæ is deærmined by the c ross-correlation cofficient.For a

template matrix T of size NxN centred upon a point (x,y) in a discrete imagef, the cross-

conelation coefhcìent y(x,y) for this point is computed with the following equation:

N t2 Nt2.te,Ð= I l,f(*+i,r+ j)r(i,j).
- Nt2-N t2

Since the template matrices a¡e ofodd size, (ij)=(0,0) corresponds to the centre of the

template matrix T. The largest cross-correlation coefficient for a set of dirertional templaæs

of a particular size, indicates the edge orientation. The cross-correlation coefficient should

increase as the template size increases. However, in some situations this does not hold true,

particularly at corners and closely spaced parallel edges. This does not pose a problem

when edge detecting rings because such features either do not occur, or arc not importanl

Fig. 3.16 a) Ideal template modeling a 45' eÃge. b) 5x5 mâFix fofm of temptare.
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To determine whether a pixel is part of an edge, a rule-based method is used. Each

point in the image is assigned a con-fidence value (C), an edge sÍength ând an edge

orientation. The confìdence value i¡dicates the likelihood of a pixel being part of an edge.

The confidence values are assigned based on two sets of rules that utilize the cross-

conelation coefhcients obtained from the application of each æmplate. The magnitude

relationship ensures that the cros+onelation coefficient increases properly æ the template

size increases. The orientation rclationship ensures consistency in the detected edge

orientation þtween different template sizes. These two sets of rules a¡e [BRZA]:

. Magnitude Relationship :

Given: M æmplate sizes, where the cross-correlation coefficient of a æmplaæ Tg¡¿4

is 1ç¡¿a for k = 1, ..., M a¡d i = 1, ..., 8 (representing eight directional templates

per size)

- Rule 1: min(lp1l, lp2l, ..., lp¡41) > 0, where pr = maxi('Ê,iø¿), i = 1, 2, ..., 8

- Rule 2: min(¡r, - P,) > T", r = 1, ..., M, s = l, ..., r-l

If À = 1, then T" = Jfo*, where To¡, is the minimum inænsity change to be

detected. This value was arrived at by considering the minimum increment in the

cross-cor¡elation coeffrcient from one template size to the nexl

. Orientation Relationship:

Given M æmplate sizes, with D¡ denoting the edge orientation deænnined by the jù

æmplaæ size, a pixel is assigned conhdence:

-C1 ifDl=D2=...=DM

- Cz if Dr = Dz = ... = Dv-r and lDr - Dr,.rl = 45", or if Dz = D3 -... - D¡a and lDl -

Dul = 45"

- C¡ if Dr - Dz = ... = Du-r and lD¡ - D¡al = 90', or if Dz = D3 =... = Du and lDr -

D¡al = 90'

-C¿if Dr -Dz =... =&=D1+z -... =DM and lDr- D¡a1l =45'

- Cs if Dr =D2= ... = & = &+z -... = Du and lDr - D¡..11 =90"
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- Coif Dr =D2 =... =Dv-zand lDy - D¡l =45" and lDy-¡ - D¡l =45",

or D3 = D4 -... - Dy and lD¡ - Dyl =45" and lD2-Dyl = 45'

- Cr if Dr =Dz= ... = Du-z and lDy - D1l = 90'and lD¡a-1 - D1l = 45',

or D3 = þa - ... - D¡a and lD1 -D¡al = 90' and lD2 - D¡al = 45"

The confidences are related such that Ck-t = Ck + constant, where Cr > C2 > ... >

Cz.

The conhdence assignments when usi¡g three template sizes are:

C1
Cz
C2
C3
C3
Ca
Cs

D1 =D2=þ3
Dr = Dz and lDr - D¡l = 45"
Dz = D¡ and lD1 - D3l = 45'
Dr = Dz and lD1 - D3l = 90"
Dr = Dz and lD¡ - D3l = 90'
Dz = Ds and lD1 - D2l = 45'
Dr = D¡ a¡d lDr - D2l = 90'

Ce D1+D2+D3 and lD2 - D1l= 45', lDs - Dzl = 45"

The edge suength is computed by uking the average of the cross-co¡relation

coefficienls obtained from the templates of different sizes. So, for three template sizes, the

edge strength at (x,y) would be

1-

ilr,Q, tl 
+ r z@, v) + v,(x, Ðl'.

This edge detection method works well in the presence of additive Gaussian noise.

The directional templates can still detect edge locations and orientations correctly. Fig. 3.17

illustrates tle results of applying the multi-template edge detection method to test image I as

well as the pre-smoothed version. The pre-smoothed image has fewer jagged edges, and

slightly less noise. In order !o detect the edges ofthe faint rings, the edge deæction

th¡eshold was set to detect low intensity changes. The images in Fig. 3.18 were generated

by detecting intensity differences of at least 3 gray levels. By detecting low intensity

changes, the larger inænsity changes associated with darker rings \ryere detected too well.

What resulæd was very thick ring edges that merged with neighbouring edges. The faint

ring in Fig. 3.18(a) is clearly visible, but the rings in Fig. 3.18(b) are merged.
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The images in Figs. 3.19 and 3.20 were not th¡esholded based upon the confidence

values. knæad, any pixel that was assigned a non-zero confidence value was given an

intensity value of 255. The first two confidence values were the predominant ones in the

image. Fig. 3.19 illustrates thresholding upon the confidence values. As can be seen, there

is little change from Fig. 3.19þ) to Fig. 3.19(c). What this indicaæs is that the multi-

æmplaæ edge deteclor produces a large number of high confidence edge pixels and

orientations. This is advanugeous because the resulting information is very basic, and the

thresholding process is really only needed to highlight edge pixels rather than discriminate

amongst them.

Ftg, 3,19 Pre-smoothed rest image I with rbe edge delection t¡reshold s€t at 3. a) Only the
higbest confidencÊ values. b) Tbe ñ¡st and s€cond highest confideace values. c) The first,
s€Æond and third highest conf¡dence values.
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Fig. 3.20 Pre-smoothed test imâge 3. a) Detection tbr€shold set at 4. b) Detection tbreshold set
at 3,

Although the multi-æmplaæ edge detection method works very well in detecting the

ring edges of the first two æst images, it does not perfonn as well on test image 3. An edge

detection th¡eshold of 4 does not detect the faint ring at all, while a threshold of 3 produces

a large number of false edges and only partial detection ofthe middle ring (Fig. 3.20).

3.2.5 Median-Based Zero Crossing

There are many different ways of combining two separate filters !o create an edge

detector. As an example, the Prewitt operator mentioned above is the difference betwe¿n

two unweighted average filters. However, the regions covered by these nvo filters are

disjoinr If these two regions overlapped exacdy, the output would be zero.

One panicular edge detector that makes use of overlapping regions is suggesæd in

tDEFEl. These authors make use of the difference between a nonline¿¡ filter and a linear

filær. The operator is of the form

(^\''
y = cl MED(X¡,. ..,x^) - la,x, I with the constraint ) a, = 1

\ i=t ./ l=i

where MED denotes a median operation. A median filter was chosen because of its edge-

preserving and noise-smoothing properties. The value c is a gain factor used to adjust the
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height of the response. The linear f,rlþr used was simply ân unweighæd average since its

output is close !o that of a median filær for Gaussian white noise input.

Edges are deæcted by the presence of zero-crossíngs. If the first derivative ofan image

is taken, edges wiil occur at the peaks of the output because the slope ofthe image

increases in the vicinity of an edge. If the second derivative is taken, then edges will occur

at points where the output function crosses zero. Although it is not a second order

differential, the linear median filter will produce zero-crossings in the same way. An

example of applying the linear media¡ f ter to a l-D edge can be seen in Fig. 3.21 [DEFE].

Flg, 3,21 Example ofa norùinean zero-crossing edge detect¡r using tbe difference betrveen a 5
point median ând 5 point average fdÞr: a) hput signat 1) b) Response O median fdter c)
Response to averaging filter d) Difference between mediån resporse and average re.spolræ.
Notice ùe zero-crossing.

This new filter perfonns better than linea¡ methods under noisy conditions because image

degradation is a non-Iinear function of noise.

The median filær supplies good localization because it senses an edge only when

cent¡ed upon it. However, a l-D median filær of width 2k+l does not respond to a l-D

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)
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edge less than k+l in width. In the 2-D case this becomes more pronounced, so instead of

a standard median filter, one can use a median frJær specially designed to have high

sensitivity to certain image detqils. An example of medi.an filærs attuned !o certain edge

orientations is shown in Fig. 3.22 IDEFE} These filters can be combined into a ÍEe

structure resulting in a f,rlær that is isotropic (i.e., insensitive to edge orientâtion).

Fig, 3.22 Two 3x3 median filters sensitive !o diagonal and verticayhoriz¡ntal lineÆ
respectively. Tbe dârk squares represent the pixels thal are included in the operation. The
results of the two fûþrs are then fed into a tbree-point mediân f¡lter âlong with the centre
pixel.

Linear averaging substructures can be incoqporaæd into the di¡ectional median filters

resuìting in linear-median hybrid filærs. Fig. 3.23 shows an example ofa tree sfuctured

linear-median hybrid fllter with large averaging substructures IDEFEI.

Defée et al [DEFE] tested the filters from Fig. 3.22 andFig.3.23, along wirh rwo

olher designs, for loca-liry and noise immunity. As a comparison to another edge detector,

they also tested a linear zero-crossing edge detector that was optimized for one-pixel wide

edges (which is based on the Man-Hildreth operaüor described below). Thei¡ conclusions

indicate that the design in Fig. 3.23 produces the best results for detecting closely spaced

edges.
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Fig. 3,23 A fee-strucuüed lineår-median bybrid filter using 5x5 direaional frtteß. Grouped
pixels are averaged.

This edge detection method was tested because it provides good locality with noise

immunity. Ia ability to deæct closely spaced edges was not a deciding factor. At a 600 dpi

scanning resoluúon, it is unlikely that ttre rings will be so close together that such a feature

is needed.

Fig. 3.24 illustrates the resuls when applied !o the test images and their smoothed

versions. Even though the linear-median edge deæction method already had a certain

amount of noise immunity, it gave better results upon tl¡e smoothed image. This can be

attribuæd to the K-ne¿¡est sinoothing which enhances edge defurition through the removal

of noise. In the figure, a negative response is black, a zero response is gray, and a positive

response is white. The rings produced a negative response because they are inverted roof

edges. With test image 1, the middle ring was detected very well. In all images the edge

detector showed exc€lient localization. However, there is still a la¡ge amount of noise, in

the form of zero responses, which is apparent in Fig. 3.24(Ð.ln this particular image, the

detection of the middle ring was very poor.
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Fig. 3.24 Negative oüÞut showD in blaclç zero ouçut in gray and positive ouÞut iD white.
(a), (c) & (e) Unsmoolhed test inages. (b), (d) & (Ð Smoorhed rert images.

3.2.6 Entropy

A method for edge detection can be obtained th¡ough the use of enrropy [SHIO].

Entropy refers to the amount of disorder present in a system. In the conæxt of a digital

image, the entropy will be large in the presence of smooth intensity variations Qow spatial



frequency) a¡d small in the presence of sharp inænsity changes (high spatial frequency).

Since the presence of sharp inænsity changes is characteristic of edges, this method can be

used to detect edges, It does not, however, provide edge di¡ection information. This does

not classify it as an edge enhancement method though, because it will produce an image

containing only edges.

The entropy operator is applied to a finiæ region of an image centred upon some pixel

with intensity Is and n neighbouring pixels with intensities Ir, ..., Io. The entropy H of the

brighuress in the region is defined as:

¡¡=-Y ¿logP'
ã log(n + 1)

where p,=,L-.
2t,
j=o

This equation is normalized so that 0 < H I 1. The entropy values H a¡e then

thresholded to select edge pixel candidates. Low values of H will indicate the presence of

an edge. This operator is sensitive to both the raæ of change of brightness and the average

brightness, which also makes it sensitive to noise. In order for the operaûor to be effective,

the noise must be reduced beforehand. Any one of the edge preserving noise reduction

methods mentioned in Chapter 2 can be used. The entropy operator is rotationally invariant

which is advantageous due to its unbiased enhancement of edges in all directions, but

caf)Ilot be used to obtain edge direction. Another method, such as the gradient operalor,

may be used for this purpose.

A problem that occurs with this edge detection method, is the choice of a thresholding

value. The ent¡opy levels that resulted were very close to 1.0. Thresholds of.999950 and

larger were needed to highlight the detecæd edges. It shor¡Id be noted that this is reverse

thresholding. Values equal to a¡d below the threshold prevail. A single th¡eshold value did

not enhance edges equally. As can be seen in Fig. 3.25, a th¡eshold value that works well

for one area of the image, may not work well for another. A higher threshold is needed to

highlight faint rings, which results in over-enhancement and merging of darker rings. Fig.
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3.25(d) shows test image 3 th¡esholded at.999990. Even at this th¡eshold, the middle ring

was not detected well.

Fig. 3.25 All inages were pre-smoothed. a) Test image 1 thrcsholded at .99980 b) Test inage
2 at the same rtuesbold c) Test image 3 at rhe sal¡e rhreshold d) Tesr imâge 3 ttuesbolded at
.999990.

3.2.7 Linear System Theory as a Basis for Edge Detection

3.2,7.1 Introduction to Linear System Theory

This section does not deal with edge detection directly. It is a pre¿mble to the edge

detection mettrods discussed in the following two sections. Some common terms are

defined and a more precise definition of convolution is given.

With edge detection, one deals with the effects of frltering and spatial resolution.

Filtering was discussed in Chapær 2. It is simply a process of lening specific information

pass while discarding or altering the resr An example is the low-pass filter which leaves
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low spatial fiequencies untouched while atænuating (filtering out) the higher spatial

frequencies. Spatial resolution refers o the amount of detail examined by a particular frlær.

This is important in edge deæction because the detected edges should not lie too far from

the real edges.

Filtering processes and spatial resolution can be examined through the use of linear

system theory which provides a stfong mathematical basis [GASK]. A sysæm is defined as

anything that accepts an input and produces an output. A filtering process c¿ut be defined as

a linear system. To relate the ouçut to the input, a linear system can be expressed by the

following equation (superposition inægral):

hQ) = I*_f(d)s@- a)da

where/is the input, g is the characæristic function of the system (or frlæring function), and

/r is the ouçut This equation is referred to as the convolutíon integral.T\e presence of ¡-c¿

is to impose a shift invariance upon the filæring ñ¡nction. This shift inva¡iance implies that

the frltering function can be applied upon any point.r of the input function /(¡). Fig. 3.26

illusraes the concept of shift invariance and the convolution operation.

c(c)

0
(a) (b)

(d) (e)

Fig, 3.26 Tbe convolution proces in one dimensioD. a) input function f(c) b) convolution
tunction g(c) (i.e., chåracterisric fucrion 6 f¡Iter function) c) g(a) rcneqed d) g(o) reflecæd
atrd shifled e) functions superimposed f) product of fmctiotrs.
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Convolution as it pertains to image processing was discussed in Chapær 2. The above

convolution integral generalizes to two dimensions as

n<r,l = l_-l__t@,v)s(x - u,y - v)dudv 
.

The discrete form of this inægral is

H (i, j) = \\ r@,n)G(i - m, j - n)

which can be recognized as the 2D digital convolution operation, where F is the input

image, G is the convolution kernel and H is the output image.

To obtain the characteristic function of a linear system, an impulse function, the Dirac

delta function, is int¡oduced. It is defined by its inægral property

J-_AfÐa* = J',a!)dx=l ô(x)= g when¡*0

where e is an arbitrarily small number greater tha¡ 0. When the impulse function is used as

input to a system, the output is the cha¡acteristic function of the system. This is illusfaæd

by the following convolution operation:

J-_Aço¡¡1r- o)da= f(x- a)1"=o =,f(x).

Since 6(a) = 0 when ø * 0, it follows that the integral is non-zero only at ø = 0. The

impulse thus acts as the identity function. The characteristic function is referred to as the

impulse response of tïe system because it is the system's response to an impulse at ttre

input.

3.2,7 .2 Optimal Recursive

Some of the edge detection methods int¡oduced up to this point have not had very

strong mathematical undeqpinnings. A more computational approach to the design ofedge

detectors was introduced in tCANNl. This method made use of certain predefrned criæria

that the edge detector must adhere to. The criteria stated by Canny are æ follows:



1) Good detection. There should be a low probability of faiTng to mark real edge

points, and low probability of falsely marking non-edge points. Since both these

probabilities are monotonically decreasing functions of the ouþut signal-to-noise

ratio, this criterion corresponds to maximizing signal-to'noise ratio.

2) Good localization. The points marked as edge points by the operator should be

as close as possible to the centre of the True edge.

3) Only one response to a single edge. This is implicitly captu¡ed in the first

criterion since, when there are two responses tro the same edge, one of ü¡em must

be considered false. However, the mathematical form of the first criterion did not

capture the multiple response requirement and it had to be made explicit.

Canny applied these criteria in the solution of an edge deæctor specifically designed for

a step edge in Gaussian white noise. For consistency, the notation from [DERI] rather tha¡

tCANNl, is used for the following equations. A step edge with input whiæ noise varia¡ce

no2 can be modeled by the equation

I(x) = Ar-r1r¡ * nrr, with no2 = n21¡¡ ¡6¡ ¿ *

where u_,(x) is the sæp function, A is the step amplitude and n(x) is the input noise

IDER1]. The step function is dehned as follows:

11 -rl0u.(x\=1
[0 x>0

Camy's method of deæcting edges was to convolve the input edge wittr a spatial

antisymmetric function /(x) (i.e., the impulse response) and mark edges at the maxima of

the output 9(ro ) defrned by

0 1xo¡ = l* *t 1x¡ ¡ (xo - x)dx.

The flrst criterion states that there should be good edge deûection. Canny showed that

this corresponds to maximizing the SNR, which is defined as the ratio of the edge deæctor



respons€ to the step edge only, and the response to tlìe squarc root of the mean-squared

fesponse to the input noise:

,*=¿. J-'-/rrl¿. =L.>.
'" [Ï-re>a'1' 

no

The range of the integral in the numerator is [--,0] be¡ause a_,(x) = Q for x > 0. Finding

the impulse response /(.r) which maximizes X will conespond to finding the best operator

for detection only [DER1].

The second criterion strtes that there should be good localization. Edges are marked at

the local maximum ofthe operator response, a¡rd these ma¡ked edges should not lie ûoo far

from the actual edge. To achieve this, the variance o2 of the ma¡ked edge from the true

edge, should be minimized. Canny showed that this corresponds to maximizing the

localization criærion defrred as

,_A l,f(o)l _A 1

" U--r'<'>a.1' 
no

This is the reciprocal of o tCANl.ll.

The thi¡d criterion ståted that there should only be one rcsponse to an edge. The

number of peaks in the response should be limiæd in order to reduce rhe probability of

detecting more than one edge. In the absenc¿ of noise, only one edge will be ma¡ked. ln the

pres€nce of noise, there may be many local maxima. The disønce between peaks in the

noise resporse of/denoted by x^u,., is set to a fraction È of the operator width W

[CANNJ:

x*.=ft.*=).,l#ffiT
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Canny combined the detection and localization criterion equations and the ruulting

product, l'À, is maximized under the const¡aint of the third criterion. By expressing the

criterion as a composite functional, he found that this leads !o the solution

2f (x)-ü,f '(x)+2L,f "'(x)r ),r=Q.

The general solution in the range [0,W] can be written as

f (x) = qe* sn ax * areú cos ttv * are-* sin ttx + aoe-* cos ox + C (2.1)

subject !o the boundary conditions

.f(0)=0 rw)=0 "f(0)=s "f(w)=0
where S is an unknown constant equal to the slope of /(¡) at the origin.

The four constants al through aa can be determined because of the four boundary

conditions. Since /(r) is antisymmetric (i.e., /(r) = -/1-.r)) the solution can be

extended to the range [-W,+Wl. Canny found that the largest È that could be obtained was

0.58, corresponding to a performance index X.À of 1.12. The shape of the resulting

operator is approximaæly the first derivative of a Gaussian [CANN]:

z--r:¡1
.f(¡)=-14]l","\o')

which has a performance index of 0.92 with k=.51. The fi¡st derivative of a Gaussian is

thus about 207o worse than the optimal operator.

Canny's work was with a finiæ impulse response (FIR) filær .f(¡) = Jxe-"r'r. The

range of this filter is [-W,+Wl. If the operator covers an infinite range, [-cô,+æ], it is

refened to as an infiniæ impulse response (trR) filær. Canny's criteria was used by Deriche

ÞERll to derive an edge detector based upon an IIR filter rather than a FIR f ær.

The same differential equation is obtained, which leads to the same solution as (2.1).

For an IIR fìlter, the boundary conditions become

.f(0)=0 /(+.")=0 /(0)=s _f (+"")=0,

and by applying these conditions to (2.1) the following solution is obrained:
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,f(x)= 
X'-o'''t'n"' 

(2.2)
a

The product E.ì, is maximum for to = 0, and since sin(otx)/ro = x for very small o,

equation 2.2 can be rewritten as

8(x) = Sxe-"t't '

The variable cr can be adjusæd to give the desired localization or SNR. Decreasing a will

produce a better SNR while reducing the localization, and vice versa.

Deriche derived this operator as a recursive frlter in the following way. He defmed

G(Z) as the Z-transform [OPPE] of the samples g(n) of g(x) :

c(z)= ,ilø)z-'
where Z is a complex number. He tlen split the discrete impulse response into two halves

g- (n) and g* (n) such that

g(n) = g-(n) + g*(¿) forn = -oó,...,æ

I O n)0 ( Sne-^ n20
s-(n)={sne- n.o s.(n)=l o r<o

Using the Z-transform and simplifying he obrained:

G(z) = 6-12¡ * G*(Z-t) where

c tzal = ---4---......- G ( z\ = ---az-' l+brZ-'+brZ" l+bø+b222

a=se-o bt=-2e-o bz=e-2o *i,h s=(1:í;")'.

Finally, he showed that G. can be represented by a filter recursing from left to right and

G- can be represented by a filær recursing from right to left as follows:

y*(m) =x(m - 1) - bly+(m - l)-b2y+(m-2) for m = l,..., M

Y-(m)=x(m + 1) - bry-(m + 1)- b2y-(m + 2) for m = M,..., I

y(m) = a(y*(m) - y-(m)) for m = 1, ..., M

where x(m) is the input (i,e., grayscale values) and y(m) is the output.
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By taking tlre inægral of g(x), Deriche defined a smootÌring filær, h(x), as follows:

h(x) = k(o'lxl+l)e-"bt .

This fr-lter is designed to smooth the output produced by the above hlær. Using the above

procedure, he again derived two recursive functions:

y+(m) = a¿x(m) + arx(m - 1) - b1y+(m - 1)-b2y+(m-2) form = 1,...,M

y-(m)=azx(m+ 1) + a3x(m +2)- b1y-(m + 1)- b2y{m+2) form =M,..., I

y(m) = y+(m) + y-(m) for m = l, ..., M

where the constants are defined as:

ao=k h= k(a-l)e-" a2= aj-kbt q=-kb2

bt = -2e-" bz = e-2o

(t - "-"\'...:.L t-- \ ,,

(l+2cæ-" - r-'"¡'

The final edge detection method is implemenæd as a combi¡ation of both of the

previous filters. First, the image I(m,n) is filæred i¡ the horizontal direction with g(x). The

ouput of this sæp is then frlæred in the vertical direction with h(x) producing an

intermediate image lr(m,n). A second inærmediaæ image, Ir(m,n), is obtained i¡ a simila¡

way except that g(x) is applied vertically and h(x) is applied ¡o¿"6¡rally. The amplitude

and direction of the edges a¡e then obtained æ follows:

I
A(m, fi = (1, @, n)2 + I,(m, ù' )i

D (¡n, n) = u"w I-: (,^' 
"! .

I,(m,n)

Since this edge detection method has noise immunity incorporaæd into it, there is no

need to smooth the image firsl In fact, as shown in Fig. 3.27, it is apparent that there is

more detail in the original test image âs opposed to the smootled test image. The

adjustment of s is illustaæd in Fig. 3.28. The increased noise immunity with decreasing ø

actually reduces the detail. This is inappropriate þcause the lighter featuru are not dete¡ted

as well. Setting o to 1.0 seems to provide the best tradeoffs.
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Flg, 3.27 Botb images edge delected with d=1.0 a¡d tbr€sholded at4: a) Pre-smmthed test
image 1 b) Unsmootbed test imâge 1.

Fig,3.2E Unsmoothed test irbâge I ttuesbolded at 4: a) a=0.8 b) c=0.9 c) d'=1.0 d) d=l.1

This edge deæction method performs very well in most situations. As can be seen in

Fig. 3.28, both sides of the rings are detecæd. However, the edges are very thick, which



can caus€ problems during edge tracking because they lie much closer to neighbouring

edges. This is rno5¡ likely due to the reduced locality in order to achieve the proper noise

immunity. Another factor is that the edge detector is optimally suited for sæp edges rather

than ramp edges. As søæd previously, ring edges tend to resemble ramp edges. Therefore,

the edge deæctor is not optimally suiæd for rings.

Fig. 3.29 Utrsmootbed test image 3 with c=1.0: a) tb¡esholded at 3 b) threshol&d ar 4 c)
thresholded at 5.

Although this method worls very well, there a¡e cases where it does not provide

enough edge information needed for edge tracking. An example of this is shown in Fig.

3.29. The upper ring is deæcæd well and is visible in all the images. At a threshold of 5,

the middle ring is not visible at all, a¡rd the lower ring is broken. At a tfueshold of 3, the

middle ring is more visible, as is the lower ring, but other features a¡e enhanced ûoo much
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and it is difficult to discem any ring structure. This ambiguity will hinder the edge racking

procedure.

3.2,7 ,3 Laplacian of the Gaussian

A different approach to edge deæction cenFes upon human vision and the way the eye

perceives interLsity changes. Using biological data obtained from studies done on early

huma:r vision, Ma¡r and Hildreth developed an operator that detects intensity changes

[MARR, HILD]. This operator is the Laplacian of t]re Gaussian.

Intensity changes can occur at a¡y resolution. The problem with most of the

previously mentioned edge detectors, as well as úis one, is that they detect feåtures at a

very limiæd scale of resolution. Small operators detect small features, but miss large ones,

and vice versa. One operator camot be optimal at all scales. To detect features at various

scales, different sized operators should be used. This was the idea behind the multi-

æmplaæ edge detector.

The approach by Marr and Hildreth is to take local averages at various resolutions and

then detect the inænsity changes that occur at each one. To deærmine the optimal averaging,

or smoothing, fìlter, they made two considerations. The fust consideration is that of scale.

The smoothing frlær should reduce the range of scales over which inænsity changes take

place. Thus the frlær should be smooth and roughly band-limiæd in the frequency domain.

Therefore, its variance, Âcu, should be small.

The second consideration is that of spatial localization. Inænsity changes are generally

loca.lized, therefore each point in the filtered image should result from a smooth average of

nearby points. The filter's spatial variance, Áx, should also be small.

These two requirements are conflicting, as stated by the uncertainty relation,

LxÀr¡11/4n tBRACl. The only distribution that optimizes this relation is the Gaussian

[LEIP]:

/ , ., l-" ì
G1x;=[-f lr(2"'J.

\o1 ¿1t )
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In nvo dimensions it is represenæd by

/ t r l-"*l'ì
c{x,Ð=l!rnd),\ 'd t.

F.dges can be detected as peals in the fi¡st derivative of an image, or a zero+rossing in

the second derivative of the image. The second derivative of the one dimensional Gaussian

is

G'e)=(#,,)[+),(#)

This operator is a directional derivative. A di¡ectional operaûor must be applied in various

di¡ections in order to find the maximum slope through the zero-crossing. Since this is

costly, an orientation-independent operaûor is used insæad, which only requires one

application. The only orientation-independent second-order differential operator is the

Laplacian. The Laplacian of the Gaussian (,oG) operator is defined as:

Y2G(x,y)=*rv-ry1,t#)

An image convolved with this operaûor will contain zero.crossings at deæcæd edge

points (because it is a second order differential). Fig. 3.30 illustrates the one-dimensional

Gaussian operator and the one-dimensional LoG operator, as well as a wo-dimensional

representation of the l¡G operator [HUER]. The positive central region of the LoG

operator is of width w. This width is relaæd to the standa¡d deviation o of the Gaussian by

tlre equation w = 2.'lio fiILDl. It was suggesæd in FIILDI that the size of the

convolution matrix should be 4w. However, Huertas and Medioni IHUERI found that 3w

was sufficient.
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Fig. 3.30 a) lD Gaussian opera¡or b) lD LoG c) 2D cross se¿tion of tbe t¡G.

The LoG operator will produce a large positive output in response to a positive roof

edge. In the sample biscuit image, the rings are negative, or inverted, roofedges. In order

to produce a la¡ge positive ouÞut in response to inverted roof edges, an inverted LoG

operator must be used:

Y2 G(x, v) -l f *r" - rlr(-'#)lo" .l

This will not aìter the positions of the zero-crossings. The constant scaling factor of

Ll(2nd) is removed so that the output is not ûoo small. A convolution matrix is generated

using the inverted LoG operator. The central matrix element is at (x,y)=(0,0) with

increasing x to the right and increasing y down, although the sign of either x or y does not

matter because the marix is symmetric about the cent¡e. This symmetry results because the

operator is orientation independent. An example matrix with w=3 and a width of 3w is as

follows:
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0.0000

0. mo3

0.ú22
0.0069

o.0lm
0.0069

o.ú22
0. m03

0. moo

The width of the positive central region is of importance when deciding what size of

inænsity change is to be detected. The output response ofthe I¡G opera[or is based upon

its width in relation to the edge width. This response will differ for various types ofedges.

The responses to spike, roof and ramp edges were examined by Huertas and Medioni

lHUERl.

For a spike edge of width d and an l¡G operator of width s and a positive cenÍal

region width w the resulting zero-crossings will accurately reflect the location of the edges

if w<d<s.If d<w then the zero-crossings will be displaced by (w-d)12. For a ramp edge of

width d, a single zero-crossing will result if d<.s. If d>s then no zero-crossing results and

the edge is not detected. Roof edges a¡e similar fo spike edges. If the ramp width dcw then

the zero-crossings are displaced by (w-d)12, otherwise the zero-crossings accurately reflect

the position of the edges.

The LoG operator provided excellent results when applied to the sample biscuit image.

There was no need to smooth the image beforehand because the Gaussian part of the LoG

operator provides the noise immunity. The choice ofw is dictated by the average ring

width. As ståted before, the rings resemble roof edges. The operator width s cannot be

smaller than the ramps of the roof edges otherwise some ring edges will not be detecæd.

Also, the width of the positive central region should not be much larger than the ramp

width of a roof edge, otherwise the zero-crossings will be displaced.

0.0000

0.0003

0.0022

0.0069

0.0100

0.0069

0.oo22

0.0003

0.0000

o.mo3 0.0022

o.ú47 0.0296

0.0296 0.01460

0.0809 0.2649

o.lo99 0.2629

0.0809 0.2649

0.0296 0.01460

0.0047 0.0296

0.0003 0.0022

0.0069 0.0100

0.0809 0,1099

0.2649 0.2629

4.09t4 4.7124
4.1124 -2.0ffi
4.@t4 4.7t24
0.2649 0.2629

0.0809 0.1099

0.0069 0.0100

0.0069 0.m22 0.0003

0.0809 0.0296 0.0047

0.2649 0.01460 0.0296

4.@14 0.2649 0.0809

4.7t24 0.2629 0.1099

-{.0914 0.2649 0.0809

0.2649 0.01460 0.0296

0.0809 0.0296 0.0047

0.mó9 0.0022 0.(xn3
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Fig. 3.31 LoG results on test inage I for values of le=4 !o 11 going left to right, top tro
bottom.
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The va¡ied sizes of the rings make the decision of w a trial and enor approach. Fig.

3.31 illustrates the output of the [¡C op€rator on test image I for various settings of w.

The images were th¡esholded so that any posirive ouÞut is displayed as white, and any

negative output is displayed as black They represent how the LoG operator detects

inænsity changes, not edges. The actual edge detection is achieved by locating the zero-

crossings using a predicate matching algorittrn described below.

As w increases there is less noise, but the rings are thicker because the deæcæd edges

are displaced. At about w=10, tÏe middle ring begins lo get ttrinner. This is be¡ause the

operator is large enough to overlap more lhan one ring at a time. As a result, the outer rings

effect the edge detection of the middle ring. An inæresting advantage apparent wiú test

image 1, is that the ma¡k crossing the middle ring is not detected becaus€ it is a positive

roofedge, and therefore produces a negative output. This allows the elimination ofhigh

intensiry aÍifacts that would normally be detected as edges by other methods.

When applied to test image 2, the edge detection wæ not satisfactory until w=9 (Fig.

3.32). At smaller values, a large amount of noise was picked up, and it appears that there

aæ extra rings. IVith w>9, the noise is not detected and the breaks in üle rings are filled in.

This illustraæs another advantage of the LoG operator. Larger values of w will cause larger

gaps to be closed. This can be attributed to the displacement of the zero-crossings as the

rings get thicker. It is not of great concern that the precise location of the ring edges need to

be found. Therefore, large values of w work very well, because they reduce a large amount

of the noise and provide very good ring-edge detection.
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Fig. 3,32 LoG results on tesr image 2 for values of w=4 to 1l going left to right, top ro
bottom.
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Fig. 3.33 LoG resu¡ts on ¡¿s¡ image 3 for values of w--4 to 11 going left ûo righ! top to
bottom.
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The results upon test image 3 demonstrate how well ttre l¡G operator performs. At all

values of w úe rings are apparent (Fig. 3.33). Although noise is present at w=4, it is not

domina¡t, and the middle ring can be seen. Once again, at approximaæly w=8 and w=9,

the rings a¡e well defined a¡d there is no noiso. However, in this case, the poor definition

of the rings in the original image results in large breaks in the middle and lower rings, as

\,vell as the merging of the lower two rings along the left side of the image. This problem is

enha¡ced even more above w=9. It is the merging of rings that causes tlle great€st problem

when edge t¡acking is being performed, because it is very easy for the algorithm to divert

from one ring to the next. However, the benefits of the LoG operator's superior edge

detection of the rings compared to others, makes it a prefened method in spiæ of this.

As previously stated, the examples given represent the location ofintensity changes,

not edges. The edges are located by finding the zero-crossings. A zero-crossing will occur

between any pair of adjacent positive and negative values, at a subpixelic resolution. Zero

values represent true zero-crossings occurring precisely at the centres of pixels.

A method to find the zero-crossings was presented in tHUERl. Each 3x3 a¡ea of the

convolved image is matched with eleven zero-crossing predicates. An order is imposed on

the predicates so that once a match is found, no other predicates are checked. If a march is

not found, then no pixel is ma¡ked as an edge point, and the next 3x3 a¡ea is checked. For

each successful match, subcases are tested to determine which pixel is an edge poinr The

direction of the edge at that point is also obtai¡ed depending upon which subtest was

successful. Since fhere is no need to reproduce every predicate, only the hrst one is shown

for an example (Fig. 3.34). The example predicaæ as well as the second, third and fourth

predicates check for zero-crossings based upon the presence of a zero value. The others

rely solely upon the arrangement of adjacent positive and negative values. Fig. 3.35

illustrates the results of applying the predicate matching algorithm to test image 1 convolved

with an LoG operator that has a positive central region width of 9 and a total width of 27.

The edges have been reduced to single pixel wide lines. These zero.crossing lines are
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almost continuous with only a few missing pixels. The discontinuity proves to be a

problem for edge tracking if the edge points a¡e o be li¡ked ogether.

Predicate A

ffi
Subcase I

-T:T-]ffi
rï+l
b>0, h<0

/

Subcase 2

rT:T-l-#ffi
b<0, h>0

\

Subcase 3

ffi
or

ffi
Fig. 3.34 Assume thât the 3x3 area måtches predicât€ A. First subcase I is che.ke4 and if

successful, the edge dùection is southwesl If subcase 1 fails, then subcase 2 is cbecked"
whicb, if successfrf, gives al edge direction ofsoutheast. If both subcases fail, then tbe area
must matcb one of the templates in subcase 3, and an edge direction of soutb is given. In âll
subcases, the centre pixel is marked as the edge poinl

Marr and Hildreth IMARR,HILDI suggesred that multiple LoG operators of varied

size should be used and the resulting images combined in some way to detect edges. It was

noted however, that there is a problem in combining the zero-crossing information from

different sized operators, because the positions of the zero-crossings will differ. This is

exactly what occurred when the sample biscuit image was edge detected. Therefore this

idea was not investigated.

Fig, 3.35 Zero-crossings formd with predicate måtchiDg algorithm on test imåge I mnvolved
wit-b LoG operator with ÌrÈ9 and width 3w.
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3.3 Colour Edge Detection

The advantage of colour edge detection over grayscale ódge detection is that,

depending on the method used, differences in hue ca¡r be detected. When a colour image is

convened to grayscale, hue information is lost, A grayscale image will only reøin inænsity

information. It may be possible that an edge occurs between two different colou¡s that have

identical inænsities. Such an edge will be lost when ttre image is converted !o grayscale.

A colour image is composed of three separate images representing the red, green, urd

blue components. The most common configuration is to have I bits per componenl Thus,

each component can range from 0 to 255 (zero inænsity to maximum intensity). The

combination of the three components at a paÍiculu pixel gives it its colour. Colour edge

deæction is usually achieved by performing similar operations upon each separate image

and then combining the results with some sort of meric.

33.1 Colour Gradient

The gradient can be applied to colour images, but not in a fivial manner. A first

approach would be to take the gradient of each colour component separately ând then

combine them, using fhe sum, RMS, or maximum of the absolute values. These methods

may work well with a grayscale image, but can cause problems in a colour image. For

example, consider a point in an image where the blue band is constant and the red band

i¡creases in intensity from left o right while the green band decreases. The gradients of the

red and green bands will be of opposiæ sign. If they are equal in magnitude, the values will

cancel, giving an edge strength of zero. The RMS will give a proper edge sfength in this

case, but can fail in others. Consider two points where the gradient magnitudes are equal,

for all components. The gradients of the frst point have identical di¡ections, while the

second point has one gradient in an orthogonal direction to the other two. The RMS would

give equal weights for both, but this is incorrect. More weight should be assigned to the

first because the gradient directions have the least varia¡rce.
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A way to combine the gradients of the colou¡ components, without these problems,

was given by Di Z,enzo \ZENA. The three component colour image is extended to the idea

of a mtlti-image which can have rz components, with m not necessarily e4ual to 3. As with

a graysca.le image, which can be considered a two dimensional functionf(x,y), a multi-

image can be reated as ¡n functions (f (x,y), ...,f(x,y)). A point (x,y) in a multi-image

with m=3 can be represented as the vector (R(x,y),G(x,y),8(x,y)) conesponding to the

red, green ald blue components.

By reating a muJti-image as a vector field, Di Zenzo obtaned a formula for computing

the angle of maximum contrast. This angle is then used to compute the maximum contrast

(i.e., edge suength). The two e4uations a¡e as follows:

e = 1-",-[ 2e" )z le_-e" )

lr
Edge srength = F @), = (g - cos" e + 2 go cos I sin 0 + g, sin2 g)t

The gradients along the X and Y directions a¡e w¡i$en as the following two vectors:

AR dG AB.
u = =-r+--g+--bdx dx dx

dR AG ABv==-r*--B*=-bdy dy dy

where r, g, and b a¡e the unit vectors corresponding to the R, G, a¡d B axes. By

combining these two vectors via the dot pnrduct, the variables gxr, g¡y, and g' are

obtained:

aRl2 lacl2 lãBl2

al .El .El
aRl' lacl' laal'

al .lal .lal
AR AR dG dG AB AB

8'¡ = uoY = d, dy- d, ay* æ ø'

8E=UoU=

f,o=voY=
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The gradienfs for the individual components can be computed using any ofthe

melhods discussed in section 3.2.1. When computing the maximum rate of change, 0 and

0+n/2 must be checked. One value will correspond to the minimum rate of change, and the

other will correspond to the maximum rate of change. The resulting edge strengths can then

be thresholded.

Application to a colour version of test image t did not produce acceptåble results. As

can be seÆn in Fig. 3.36, there is simply too much noise. The lack of a properly smoothed

colour image meant that a proper examination could not be done.

Fig.3.36 â) Edge detecred imâgei rb¡eshold âr I b) tbreshold ar 9 c) rbresbotd at 10.

A similar approach in computing the colour gradient was tâken by Cumani [CUMA].

However, special cases a¡e taken into account, and the resulting algorithm is differenr The

maximal contrast l, (i.e., edge strength) is computed æ follows:
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L="2

The angle of maximum contrast is computed in the same way, resulting in the vecüor

¡ = (cos 0, sin 0)

which points in the direction of maximum contrasl If (gr, - gyy) = 2gry = 0 then n is

undefined. This occurs when the contrast is the same in all directions. The algorithm for

detecting edges is as follows:

1) For each pixel compuæ À and n. Discard pixels where n is undefîned or I lies

below a threshold.

2) At each remaining pixel, fit a least-squares quadric to the values of 1,. The pixel

is marked as an edge point if the resulting diæction is within a certain threshold

of n.

Fitting a least-squares quadric is achieved by convolving a point with the two matrices

f -r o 1l l-r -r -rlttttA=l-r 0 rl B=l 0 0 01.

L-l 0 1l Ll I I,l

If the two resulrs from the convolutions a¡e ¿ and å respectively, then the angle is

e = *"r^!.
a

Once again, the lack ofa properly smoothed image degraded the results. The choice of

al angle threshold in the second pan of the algorithm had a noticeable effect on the edge

detection. The difference between thresholding with n/4 and d8 can clearly be seen in Fig.

3.37. Allowing a larger angular difference between n and the angle computed with the

least-squares method, gave betær edge deæction. However, ttre large arnount of noise is

unsatisfactory.
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Flg. 3.37 The output from step 1 of tbe algoríthm n'âs not tbrssbold€4 in order to obtain as
much informâtion as possible. a) & b) Colour test image 1 with angle threshold of ry'8 and
ry'4, respectively. c) & d) Colour test tuuge 2 witb angle tbresbold ofæÆ and ¡y'4,
respecti vely.

3.3.2 Colour Entropy

A simple exænsion can be applied to the entropy operator so that it can be used for

colour edge detection [SHIO]. By applying the op€rator tro the s€pa¡ate red, green, arid blue

components of an image, and then combining them into a single entropy operator, changes

in brightness and hue can be detected.

L,et H¡, H6, and Hs be the entropies of the red, gre€n and blue components

respectively. [æt a¡, a6, and as be the actuål red, green and blue componenc of the image

at the centre pixel. The colou¡ ent¡opy is then defined as:

H=qnHn+Q6H6+QsHs
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where

gn=an/(an+ac+aB)
qo=a6l(an+ac+aB)
qB=aBl(a¡+a6+as).

The colour entropy operator has the sa.rne properties as the grayscale entropy operator.

It is small when the change in brightness is seve¡e and small when the change in hue is

severe. Once again, a reverse thresholding is used, since lower values indicaæ the presence

of an edge.

Even without the beneht of a pre-smoothed test image, the colour entropy edge

detection method did not detect the noise as much as the gradient methods. There are,

however, problems that are identical to the grayscale entropy operator. Certain thresholds

needed to detect faint rings are too high for darker rings, resulting in thick edges that merge

together (Fig. 3.38). The edges also tend to be rather rough, and noise is still a problem at

higher thresholds.

Fig. 3,3E Both images were pre-smoorhed. â) Tesr image I thæsholded at .999850 b) Test
image 2 tbresholded ât .99850.

3.4 Conclusions

The gradient edge deæction methods, while simple to implemenl arc þo sensitive to

noise. They are however efficient and offer excellent edge localization. The Prewitt and
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Sobel operators offer better noise immuniry, while maintaining excellent localization. The

weighted averaging used by the Sobel operator provided bener edge detection tha¡ the

hewitt operator at the cost of a slightly higher noise response. While the gradient methods

had much better performance on the smoothed test images, the Prewitt and Sobel operators

did not perforrn as well.

The two iterative edge deæction methods suffered many problems. The metl¡od

proposed in IKASVI showed poor edge detection as well as poor edge thinning. It was

very sensitive ûo noise, and produced a very small output that required a th¡eshold of I ¡o

enha¡ce. The method proposed in IEBER] performed much better. It was not as sensitive

to noise, because of the edge smoothing phase, a¡d the thinning phase worked well ¡o thin

the edges. Neither metlod is acceptable though, because the noise sensitiviry is too great

and the edge deæction capabilities are unsatisfactory.

The multi-æmplate edge detection method performed well. It provides adequate noise

immunity and localization. Its drawback lies in choosing a detection threshold that works

well for most cases. It performed well upon both æst image I and test image 2, but

produced unsatisfactory edge deæction on test image 3.

The median based zero-crossing edge detection method provides excellent localization

with good noise immunity. Its performance was satisfactory upon both æst im age 1 and 2.

It did not perform well upon test image 3, however, and in each case there was an excess

of noise in the form of zero responses, which could only. be removed at the cost of reduced

edge deæction.

The entropy edge detection performed reasonably well but has drawbacks. A given

th¡eshold does not work well for all cases, and is difficult ¡o choose because the output of

the operator is between 0.0 and 1.0. It is very sensitive !o noise, so the image must be

smoothed beforehand. Also, there is the absence ofedge direction infonnation, which must

be obrained in another way.
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The optimal recursive edge detection method has exceilent noise immunity, and

therefore produced excellent results upon the unsmoothed test images. The ability to adjust

a single variable !o obtain a desfued t¡adeoff of noise immunity and edge localization is an

advantage. However, the need for betær noise immunity in the æst images resulæd in poor

localization and thercfore thicker edges. Its perfonnance on test image 3 was also

unsatisfactory.

The colour edge detection methods were investigated to find out whether or not more

information could be obtained from the colou¡ image as opposed to the grayscale image.

However, the lack of a properly smoothed test image resulted in poor performances from

the colour gradient methods. The colour ent¡opy operator exhibited a rcasonable amount of

noise immunity, but suffers from the same problems as the grayscale entropy operator.

The Laplacian of the Gaussia¡ operator provided the best results overall. It has

excellent noise immunity and the ability to adjust the edge localization by changing the size

of úe operator. In the æst images, a large operaûor with a positive cenEâl region width of at

least 9 was needed to reduce the noise response, and this resulæd in poor localization, but,

the excellent edge detection fa¡ outweighs the localization problem. Even though æst irnage

3 represenæd a wors€ case scenario, the lnG operator still managed to detect the rings with

only a few minor flaws.
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Chapter 4
Edge Tracking

4,1 Introduction
To the human eye, an edge deæcæd image can provide a wealth of i¡formation. For a

computer to make use of the infonnation within the image, the edges must be transformed

into something it can understrnd. This is usually done by linking together edge elements,

or edgels, into chains. The structure of the chai¡s can then be examined in whichever way

is desired.

The festures of inærest withi¡ the sample biscuit image are the rings. In many cases,

the ring edgels that result will be sparse and disconnected. Simply linking them with their

neighbours will produce many shon segments. It is moæ desirable !o extract a complete

ring, rather than small sections of it. By implementing an edge tracking method, the ring

ca¡ be Eaced out in a sequential fashion. This will produce an ordered set of data points

which can then be linked together conveniently.

The same coordinate system from Chapter 3 is used for the examples. References to a

particular direction are made using standard map di¡ections (i.e., north, south, east, west

etc.) North refers to a decreasing Y di¡e¿tion (up the page), and west refers to a decreasing

X direction (to the left side ofthe page). The other directions are intuitively obvious.
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4,2 Subpixelic Edge TrackÍng
The first edge racking method employed was proposed in [AVRA]. This method

makes use ofa finite-state automaton to keep track ofthe location ofan edge. In a grayscale

image, an edge will occu¡ at the boundary of two regions that have a significant difference

in inænsity. At any point along the edge, there will be a "Iight" pixel and a "dark" pixel on

either side. The positions of two pixels a¡e maintained at all times, one light and one da¡k

The automaton advances the pixels based upon certain neighbouring pixels. The goal is to

maximize the difference between the light and dark pixels.

Which neighbours are examined depends upon the st¿æ ofthe automaûon. There are

eight possible staæs (Fig. 4.1). Each state conesponds to a possible direction automaton.

In tle example shown, the dark region is always to the right of the di¡ection of motion.

ffi
0

m' 'm
qffitr

Fig, 4.1 The eigbt possible states of the automâton. D is the dârk pixel, and L is the lighr
pixel, X, Y and Z are tbe neighbouring pixels involved in the test.

When the automaton is in a vertical or horizontal staæ (0,2,4,6), three pairs of pixels

are tested: (D,X), (L,Y) and (X,Y). For example, assume the automaton is in state 2. There

are three possible state changes:

1) (D,X) has maximum intensity difference: L is advanced to X; søæ becomes 3

2) (L,Y) has maximum inænsity difference: D is advanced to Y; state becomes 1
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3) CX,Ð hæ maximum intensity diffe¡ence: L is advanced to X, and D is advanced ¡o

Y; state stays at 2

If the automaton is i¡ one of the diagonai states (I,3,5,7), four pairs of pixels are

tested: (D,Y), (L,Y), (X,Y), nd (y ,Z). For example, assume ûre âutomaton is in staæ l.

There are four possible state changes:

l) @,! has maximum intensity difference: L is advanced to Y; state becomes 2

2) (L,Y) has maximum intensity difference: D is advanced to Y; state becomes 0

3) (X,Y) has maximum intensity difference: D is advanced to Y, and L is advanced to

x; stâte stays at I

4) (Y,Z) has maximum inænsity difference: L is advanced to Y, and D is advanced to

Z; state stays at I

This method is typicaliy used to perforrn edge detection of continuous edges.

Awahami and Pratt used it to follow the edges defined by glyphs scanned in at a high

resolution. ln such a situation, noise is not a major concem, and the algorithm works well.

The algorithm can be used to follow ring edges, since there is an inænsity difference

between a ring and the sunounding wood. For it to work well, the noise has to be reduced.

It ca¡ also be used to track edges that have already been detecæd by another algorithm. In

particular, it is well adapted to track the edges detecæd by the LoG algorithm.

By using only single pixel differences, noise can very easily cause the algorithm to

diverge from its intended path. To reduce Eacking errors, differences of averages can be

used. lnsæad of taking the gray level at a pixel, an average of the local area, c€ntred on the

pixel, can be taken. This will avoid diversions from the edge due to a single pixel that has

an abnormally low or high inænsity. The size ofthe averaging area must be small enough

so that it won't extend to other rings.

An example of how ttre subpixelic edge tracking algorithm works is shown in Fig.

4.2. The image is an enlargement of a ring that has been edge detected with the LoG
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operator using a positive central region width of 9. The algorithm was set up so that the

light pixel is always on the left and the dark pixel is always on the righl Notice how it can

be used o tack the side of a rirg. This can very easily be modiJied so that the dark pixel is

on the left and the light pixel is on the right In this way ttre inner side of ttre ring could be

tracked insæad.

Fig. 4,2 An exanple of bow the subpixelic method tracks an edge. The marked poinfs
represent the darker pixel at each step in the âlgorirhm.

Fig, 4,3 Three cases of where the subpixelic edge tracking method fails !o cross a ri¡g break.

Although it will work very well in situations as that shown above, the subpixelic

method is very susceptible to changes in intensity. Problems that occur because of this

susceptibility can be circumvented by uacking the ring edges detected by the l,oG operator.

Such rings will not, in most cases, contain noisy areas. However, the occurrence of ring

breaks will pose many problems with this method. without the enhancements that will be
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described later, the algorithm will simply tum a¡ound at the break, and continue in the

opposite direction. An example of this is shown in Fig. 4.3. The image used was test

image 2 from Chapær 3. Again, the LoG operator was used to deæct the edges.

4,3 Minimum Intensity Edge Tracking
Another tracking method can be designed to exploit the intensity difference of the tree

rings from the surrounding wood. In the sample biscuit image, the rings are distinguished

by their lower intensity. If the algorithm is made to specifically follow lower intensities,

then it can track a ring. However, this sort of idea will only work with na¡¡ow spike or

roof edgas. This is appropriaæ because the rings are actually roof edges. This tracking

method is a.lso well suiæd for the output produced by the non-inverted l,oG operator.

Applying this operator !o the sample biscuit image without finding the zero-crossings will

produce well defined rings that have a very low intensity compared !o their sunoundings.

Fig. 4.4 An example ofedge tracking using locål averages. The cuffent dire€tion of movernent
is north. If Ihe current pixel is at (x,y) then areas !o be exåmined are cêntred on pixels (x-l,y-
1), (x, y-1), and (x+1,y-1). Since Ihe area centred ar pixel (x,y-l) hás rhe lor,vest locåt
average, the cuÍent pixel is moyed to position (x,y-l) and the cuÍent dkecüon stays the
same.

A first attempt at designing a minimum inænsity tracking algorithm, was !o t¡ack single

pixels based upon square local averages. As with the algorithm in tAVRAl, there are eight

possible states, coFesponding to eight possible directions of movement. Each staæ has

thrce possible di¡ections in which to advance: straight ahead, or 45. to the left and right.

r A¡ea with lowest average intensity

- 
Q¡ls¡ aæas
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The cunent pixel can therefore be advanced ûo three possible neighbours. A local average is

taken a¡ound each of these th¡ee neighbours, and the cunent pixel is advancel in the

direction of lowest intensity, with the state changing appropriaæly. Fig. 4.4 illustraæs an

example of pixel movemenl Directions at 90o to the left and right are not cherked because

they may force the edge tracker to reverse its path too quickly. A generally forward

dilection of motion should be maintained.

The fact that the areas overlap makes this edge tacking method a bad choice. Using

larger areæ to balance increased noise will result in fr¡rther overlap. Each area should be

disjoint from the others so that the averages ar€ not influenced by a common set of pixels.

Having common pixels means that the averages will be closer to one anolher. If there is a

proper direction to be taken, it may not be given enough weight to be chosen above the

other two directions.

Fig. 4.5 An example of edge tracking using line averages oflengtb 3. The cLBTent direction of
movement is nortb. If the cure¡t pixel is at (x,y) then tbe neighbouing pixels to be
examined are ât (x-1,y-1), (x, y-l), and (x+1,y-1). The vertical area has tbe loweJt âver-¿ge
intensity, so the current pixel is moved f.o posírioD (x,y-l) and fhe dir€ction of motion stays
the sane.

Since the structu¡e of a tree ring is known beforehand to be rather cirrular, this method

can be modified to take advantage of this. Averages can be tåken along lines of direction

rather than around a particular pixel. The racking is still carried out in the same way,

except that the averages a¡e computed used disjoint se¡s of pixels. Fig. 4.5 illusrates an

example of how the averages might be taken. At any given time in the tracking, there will

be a high probability that nro of the line averages will include many pixels off of rhe ring,

r Area with lowest average intensity

- 
Other aleas
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as long as they are made long enough. Again, as with the other method, the line lengths

must not be made so long that they intersect with other rings.

This method has the added advantage that ring gaps shorær than the line length can be

crossed (see Fig. 4.6). It does have a drawback, however, because it will track the inside

of a ring rather tha¡r its edges. This is not a problem if the ring is thin enough, since

tracking the cent¡e will eventually result in a good representation of the ring.

a

E

C\rnent pixel

Neighbouring pixel

Area with lowest average intensity

Other a¡eas

Fig. 4,6 CuÍent direction is Nortbeast. Notice t¡at if ùe line crosses the gap and infersects
the ring, the edge tracker will not follovr an incorect path.

Fig, 4,7 Examples of the minimum i¡tensity edge tracking algorithm,

To illustrate how the algorithm will track a ring, the same images from the previous

section a¡e used. They are inverted so that the ring is of a lower intensity, since the

algorithm was designed to follow low intensities (Fig. a.7(a)). Notice how it stays in rhe
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middle of tle ring. Fig. 4.7(b) shows how the algorithm can successfully cross some ring

breala. The bteak in the middle ring was too large, so the algorithm reversed its padr.

4.4 Enhancements

In an ideal envi¡onment, the two edge Ûacking methods mentioned above would

execute without error. Such an ideal environment wor¡ld not contain any noise, and the

edges would be compleæ, without breaks in them. However, in practice, noise is very

likely to occur and many of the rings may have bre¡ks in them. The natural intensity

difference of a ring is not guaranæed to be homogeneous along the entire ci¡cumference,

and, when edge detection is performed, various natural flaws may result in spurious edges

thatjoin adjacent ring edges. Any one of these features can force the edge tracker off of the

proper path.

Fornrnately, a tree rhg has a particulæ srucrure that can be exploiæd. The curvature

does not change dramatically within any short distance along its length. This knowledge

can be used to modify the edge racking algorithms so that they perform better.

The rather constant curvature means that any abrupt changes in direction during ttre

tracking procedure should not occur. For example, if the current tracking direction is north,

one should not expect the direction to change to south within a certain pixel distance. If this

were to occur, then the tracking algorithm would have followed a very high curvature path.

The algorithm is modified to compare the current di¡ection to the directions that were

taken a¡ each of the n previous pixels. If an opposiæ di¡ection is encountered then the

algorithm must backtrack !o that pixel and move in a different di¡ection than originally

taken. An exarnple of how this is done is shown in Fig. 4.8. Assuming the algorithm is at

position I in the hgure, it would continue as follows:

l) The cunent direction is north at pixel (x,y), and there are three possible directions

to move, corresponding to pixels (x-l,y-l), (x,y-l) and (x+1,y-1) which æe
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shown in bold (Fig. 4.8(a)). The algorithm has chosen !o move northeast, so the

current pixel is now at (x+1,y-l) and the current direction is northeast.

2) The algorithm proceeds along an incorrect path to position 2. Assume that the

algorithm checks the 10 previously rracked pixels. At position I (7 pixels back),

the direction was north, which is opposite to the cunent direction of south. This

indicates that the pathjust taversed has a high curvature. Thus, the algorithm

backtracks to position l.

3) At position l, the algorithm moves once in the current di¡ection of north, to

position 3 at (x,y-l), and keeps the current di¡ection the same (Fig. 4.8(b)). The

neighbouring pixels to be checked a¡e now different and the error can be avoided

Fig. 4.8 a) The algoritbm has foltowing an inconect path. b) Tbe algoritbm hâs backtracked
a¡d is now following a new pât¡.

To deæct the path change earlier, insæad ofjust checking for an opposite pixel

di¡ection than the cunent one, the algorithm can check for di¡ections that differ by 90" or

more. So, in the above example, different directions from that at position I would be

south, southeast and southwest. Each one differs from north by 90'. If these extra

directions were checked then the incorrect path would be dete¡ted wo pixels earlier than

position 2, where the pixel direction is southe¿sl

An example of where this backtracking method improves the edge tracking atgorithm

is shown in Fig. 4.9. The image is a clæp of a ring that was edge detected with the LoG

operator. The figure illustrates how the minimum inænsity edge tracking algorithm can

succrssfully traverse a ring break without reversing ic path. It uses a cente averaging line

(a) o)
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that is 5 pixels long with the other two ar 3 pixels in length. Having a longer centre

averaging line increases the chance of crossing short ring gaps. Fig. 4.9(a) is the path taken

by the algorithm without backtracking. Fig. 4.9(b-1) shows the path the algorithm ukes

using backtracking. At each point, the 7 previous pixel di¡ections a¡e checked.

Fig. 4,9 An example of the minimun intensity edge tr¿cking âlgorithm corr€ctly traversing a
break in a ring.
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In Fig. 4.9(b), the algorithm has reached a point where the next pixel has a different

direction (west) from the pixel 2 steps back (northeast) (the pixel is not shown because it is

detected before the algorithm actually moves ûo it). In Fig. 4.9(c), the algorithm has

backuacked 2 pixels and stepped once in a nortìeast direction. At this point, it stårts to rum

left (Fig. 4.9(d,e)). Once again it detects a different direction 2 pixels bacþ backtracls to

that point" and steps once in a northeast direction (Fig. a.9(Ð). From there it continues

forward, eventually connecting with the ring again (Fig. 4.9(g-k)). Fig. 4.90) shows the

algorithm a few more steps along from Fig. 4.9ft), where it is cone¡tly following the ring

again.

Fig, 4.10 a) Tbe path taken by thê algorirhm as it shifts over to another ring. b) Assume that
tbe angular differenc€ between the two tangents sbown bas exceeded the f¡rst threshold (tbe
tangents are laken at 5 pirel int€rvals, stafing at tbe cuÍ€¡t pixel ând working backward) c)
The algoritbm hâs backtracked to a point where tbe angular diffaence betw€€n th€ tange¡ts is
below the second tb¡eshold, Tbe algøitbn ùen advances once in the direction of tbe pixel
tbat was backtÉcked fo.

Although this improvement will prevent the mcking algorithm from tuming back on

itself in a very short distânce, it won't prevent it from jumping across to an adjacent ring.

Consider the example in Fig. 4.10. Assume that the tracking algorithm was originally

following one ring, and has moved upwa¡ds, across the ring gap, continuing on an
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adjacent ring. There are no different pixel directjons that have occur¡ed, so the algorithm

does not lnow that it has made a sharp tum upwards.

To detect this sort of motion, úre local curvatu¡e of the paür can be checked. WitlLin a

digiul image, the curvatu¡e is calculaæd as shown in Fig. 4.10. Two approximate tangents

are taken, and the difference in their angle is the curvah¡re [ROSE2]. If this curvature

passes a certain threshold, then the algorithm must back up to a point where the curvature is

less úan a second threshold. Once the algorithm has backracked, it can proceed by moving

in a different direction than chosen before.

The first threshold is the minimum curvature which indicates the algorithm has

deviaæd from its proper path. The second threshold is the maximum curvature that is

acceptable du¡ing normal operation. Simply backing up until the curvature is less than the

first th¡eshold may not be far enough, because ttre curvature could still be too grear By

using two thresholds, there is a grace area where the algorithm can operate without causi¡g

backt¡acks. Only severe changes in curvâture are detected.

Another way of measuring the curvâture can be achieved by comparing the angles of

two lines as shown in Fig. 4.11. Rather than having both lines the same length, one is

allowed ûo be longer. If the curvature is checked in this way then the threshold will have to

be smaller because the angular difference will be smaller. This can be verified by

comparing the angle between the tangents in Fig. 4.10 to that of Fig. 4.11. Either method

is appropriaæ.

Fig. 4.11 A different way of me¿suring the cuIvah¡re.
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A different approach to measuring the curvature was investigated. This other method

makes use of the fact that, given three points, there is a unique circle that can be drawn

such that all three poins lie on the ci¡cle. One ca¡ find the cenke of this oi¡cle from the

following two equations:

_ _ ((2b, +2b, - 2a, -2ar)(2b, -2cr)- (2b, +2br-2c, -2cr)(2b, -2ar))
((2b, -2a,)(2b, -2cr)- (2b,-2c,)(2b, -2ar))

,, _ ((2b, + 2b, - 2c, - 2c,)(2b, -2a,) - (2b, +2b, -2a, -2a,)(2b, - Zc,))
t-

whete (a¡,ay), (bobr), and (cr,cr) are the three points. At each sæp in the tracking

procedure, the cunent point as well as two previous points a¡e used to find the cenre of the

unique circle that passes through them. If this ci¡cle has a small radius, then the curvature is

high, and vice versa. It does not work well in practice though. To deæct a high curvature,

the points have to be relatively close. This can give rise to an exÍemely large radius for

most situations (e.g., if the poins are collinear, the radius will be infinite). The choice of a

threshold is then made very difficult. ln addition, the digital nature of the cu¡ve on which

the points lie can introduce enor.

Once the high curvaturÊ has been deæcted and the algorithm has backt¡acked, it can

continue in one of three ways. The fhst is as described earlier. Simply move once in the

direction of ¡he new current pixel (æ shown in Fig. 4.10). The other two ways make use

of the tangent and the curvatu¡e respectively.

r.ig. 4,12 Ta¡gent 1 is exænded a cenain disfânce, and tle new pixel position is taketr at the
e.nd.

7f Newpixel

J

iì¡
\ r**** *r.n,
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The purpose of backtracking was so that a possible erro¡ could be corrected. If the

algorithm proceeds once along a new diection by only one pixel, there is a possibiliry that

the same effor could occur. It may be betær to make a much longer jump, thereby crossing

Tle a¡ea that caused fhe enor. This can be done by proceeding a cerøin length along the

tangent, and continuing from there. Fig. 4.12 shows an example of this using the same

situation as in Fig. 4.10.

A¡other method of continuing uses the curvature that initiaæd the backtrack. The

algorithm simply moves in a direction opposite the curvature that rrsulted in the enor. In

Fig. 4.10(b), the angle of tangenr 1 minus the angle rangent 2 is positive, indicating a

positive curvature. Afær backtracking, the algorithm can then proceed in a di¡ection

opposite the curvature. An example is shown in Fig. 4.13. The problem a¡ea can then be

avoided.

Fig, 4.13 After backt¡acking, tbe algoritbm move.s along a negalíve cunauJfe path rather tha¡ a
positive one.

An example of where the detection ofa large curvature helps avoid error is shown in

Fig. 4.14. The minimum inænsiry tracking method is used with a centre line length of 5

pixels and side line lengths of 3 pixels. The tangents are computed at 15 pixel intervals,

starting at the current pixel position and working backward. If the cunent pixel is n, then

the first tangent is computed using the slope of the line between pixel n and n-15. The

second tangent is computed using pixels n-15 and n-30. The minimum threshold before a

gross curvatu¡e is detected is 30 degrees. Once this threshold is exceeded, the algorithm
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will back up one pixel at a time until the curvature is less than 6 degrees. These numbers

are arbitrary and were chosen because they rep¡esent reasonable thresholds for the

particular resolution the rings were scanned in aL

In Fig. 4.14(a), the algorithm has deæcted a reversed di¡ection. After backtracking and

continuing it once again detects a reversed di¡ection (Fig. a.la(b)). For a thi¡d time it

detects a reversed di¡ection and backtacks again (Fig.4.14(c)). This time however, when

the algorithm continues, it follows a st¡aight line path to the upper left. If it were left to

continue it would eventually connect with an adjacent ring. However, once it has reached

the stage shown in Fig. 4.14(d), the compuæd curvature has exceeded the th¡eshold of 30

degrees. Therefore it backt¡âcks until the curvatu¡e is below 6 degrees. The method for

continuation in this case, is to exænd the tangent and start at the end. The lower circled

pixel in Fig. 4.14(d) is where the algorithm has backtracked to. The upper circled pixel is

where the algorithm has jumped. The new pixel was arrived at by muttiplying the length of

the tangent line by l.2.In relative coordinaæs, the sta¡t of rhe tangent line is at (0,0) (15

pixels back, but not visible in the image) and the end at (-1,15). Multiplying both Âx and

Ly by 1.2 gives the new pixel coordinaæ ât (-1,18). The new pixel happens to coincide

with a pixel that was aiready tracked. However, the tracking directions are different. The

new pixel direction is set to that ofthe backt¡acked pixel, which happens to be northwesL

At the previous time that the pixel was encountered, the direction of movement wâs

northeast. With the new di¡ection of movement, the algorithm correctly crosses the ring

gap. Fig.4.14(e) iJJustraæs the atgorithm rwo sreps along from Fig. a.la(d). Notice rhe

newly marked pixel. From there the algorithm proceeds in a predominantly northem

direction as shown in Fig. 4.14(f).

These enhancements ar€ more suited to the minimum intensity racking method. Each

time either algorithm encounters an enor, it must backrack and continue in another

direction. To continue properly, the subpixelic method must reconnect with the edge of the

ring. The minimum inænsity algorithm can continue successfully if reconnected to any pafl
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of the ring. This larger area resula in a higher probability that ûe algorithm will

successfully continue on the same ring.

I

Fig, 4.14 (a)-(c) Detection ofrevened direction tbree tiæs. d) Iárge cur'ra¡üÞ deteded and
algoritbm has backtracked and junped fonvad using tbe tangent. e) The algorirhm has
coÍe€ted its path. Ð The a¡gorithm hås connecæd with tbe other side of tbe ring break.

4.5 Linking Edge Pixels

It was mentioned in the introduction that the linking of edge pixels is not as desi¡able

as edge racking. The absence of many edge pixels does not allow one to obtain a

continuous chain that traverses the enti¡e circumference of a ring. It is possible to obtain

many small segments of a ring, but they would then hâve to be connected manually to

obtain a complete chain.

In an attempt to overcome this problem, the edges can be exænded with the

anticipation that some of the shorter segments will become attached to others. Consider the

output from the LoG operator with zero+rosings detected. Ë,ach edge pixel will be
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associated with one ofeight edge directjons. To exænd the edges, the direction ofeach

pixel as well as its neighbours must be examined. Which neighbou¡s are examined depends

upon tle edge dircction of the current pixel. If there isn't a neighbour lying one pixel ahead

in this di¡ection as well as one pixel 45 degrees to the left and right, then a new edge point

is placed at the neighbouring pixel coresponding to the current edge direction. The edge

direction at this new edge pixel is set to the same direction as the pixel being examined. An

example ofthis is shown in Fig. 4.15. If there is a neighbour in any of these three

di¡ections, úen no new edge pixel is added.

Fig. 4.15 Tbe directions of the edge ât eåcb pixel are shown as aÍows. The neighboÐrs to be
c¡e¿ked at the sJÎfent pixel are shown in bold. Since there a¡ent any neighbouring pixels, a
new one is added in tbe di¡e¡tion of the edge al tbe clfiEnt pixel. The two segnents are now
oonn€ct€d.

This process can be iterated a number of times. The number of iterations needed

corresponds to how large the gaps are between edge segments. If there is a five pixel wide

gap, then five iærations would be needed. Enors can occur though, when the ends ofedge

segments are exænded but never connect !o a neighbouring segment. ln this case it is

possible that the segment may be extended into a segment that is part of an a jacent ri¡g.

This would severely affect a tracking algorithm. An example of exænding edge segments is

shown in Fig. 4.16. Notice that while some of the gaps are closed, others a¡e noL The

instances where the gaps aren't closed is due !o the direction of the edge at those points.

The edge points are extended past the neighbouring edge pixels, without ever connecting.

If left t,o continue in this marurer, they would eventually connect with incorrect segnrents.

This could be corrected by searching longer dist¿nces for neighbouring edge pixels.
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However, the larger the area that is sea¡ched, the higher the probability that an edge

segment could be extended into an incorrect one.

Fig. 4.16 a) Test inage 1 edge detected with the I¡G opffator ($,=9) and zero crossings located
O)-(d) One, two, and úree itemtiotrs of edge pixel extension, resp€ctively.

Fig. 4.17 The di¡e¡tion of the edge at tb cunent pixel is northeast, An edge pixel does not lie
in thaf dir€ction, therefore the pixels 45' to the left a¡d right must be checked as well, The
pixel 45' 3o the left is an edge pixel, so tle algoritbrn can continue.

To actually u'ack the ring edges using only the edge pixel and edge direction

information is a simple mauer. Once a sarting point is given, the algorithm will follow a

fi

Pixel45' to the left

\

Pixel 45' to rhe right
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path based upon the edge direction at each pixel. There are cases where the current edge

di¡ection will not point towards the next pixel, in which case the two pixels 45 degrees to

the right and left of tle cunent edge dfuection must be checked as well (see Fig. 4.17).

Unfomrnaæly, there are going ûo be gaps in the edges even if the segments are

extended. In Fig.4.l6, there a¡e nvo single pixel wide gaps that are never closed. The

aJgorithm will stop when it reaches these gaps. This is shown in Fig. 4.18. The edge

directions will point in one di¡ection on one side of the ring, and in the reversed dircction

on the other side. This is due to the way the predicate matching algorithm assigns

directions. At each zero crossing, the positive side will always be on the right of the

di¡ection of the edge, and the negative side on the left In Fig. 4.18(a), the algorithm was

started at the bottom of the image, on the left edge of the middle ring. Once it reached the

gap, the algorithm stopped and had to be restaræd in order to continue tracking the ring

edge (Fig. 4.18(b). A different problem occu¡s on the right ring edge. The small exrension

nea¡ the middle that was added when the segments were extended (as can be verified in

Fig. 4.1ó) caused the algorithm to veer off iß intended course (Fig.4.18(c)). Once again

the algorithm had to be restarted. Noæ that the di¡ection of tracking is opposiæ to that of the

other ring edge.

The advantages of tracking a ring edge in this way are the simplicity as well as the

accuracy, due to the single pixel wide edges. However, the narrow path that is t¡acked can

cause many problems, such as those mentioned above. It is certainly possible to tack

individual segments with the algorithm, and then combine them at a later time, but this

would require excess manual cont¡ol. Unforn¡nately, the enhancements that are useful to

the other two tracking methods, do not work well for this approach. It is much more

difficult ¡o continue along a proper path after an error has been detected, because there a¡e

so few edge points.
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Ftg. 4,lt a) The algorirbm bâs stop@ because of a gap. b) The algorirlm was restarted. c) Tbe
oppositÊ ring edge was trackeq but tbe algoritbm stop@ because of thê smatt extension. d)
Tbe algoritbm was resørted.

4.6 Handling Incomplete Rings

ln many cases, it may not be possible to Eack a ring completely. The algorithm may

track a large portion of the ring with only a small section missing. Ifa function is derived

from the points, then the missing portion can be approximated. Splines æe suitable for

such cases.

Periodic cubic splines were used. The periodicity is natural to a tee ring. The choice

of a cubic spline allows both Cl and C2 continuity. This will ensure a smooth curve a¡ound

the entire circumference of the ring. The accuracy of the approximation lo the missing

portion will depend upon its length in relation to the diameter of the ring. A relatively large

missing portion such as that demonsüated in Fig. 4.19(b), will result in a poor
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approximation, whle a smaller missing section will result in a good approximation (Fig.

4.19(d)).

Fig, 4.19 a) A ring tbat was only úacked balf way around. b) Tbe rÊsulring spline (a poor
approximation of tbe missing section). c) The algorithm is allowed !o trac} more óf the ring.
d) The resulting spline (a good approximation of the missi¡g s€ctim).

There may be cases where more than two disjoint segments of a ring can be tacked

successfr¡lly, but not the enti¡e ring. This would be a frequent situation if edge Eacking was

based upon edge di¡ection information (berause ofthe large number ofedge gaps that

occur). It can also occur with the other methods, as will be seen in Chapter 5, but a¡e less

frequent (depending upon the clarity of the biscuit image). Since splines are ultimately
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going !o be used ¡o inærpolate the entire ring, the points obtained from separately tracking

the disjoint sections can be combined to form a periodic spline.

4.7 Minimum Radial Xnertia

This section is concemed with a less conventional algorithm ûo detect conûours. It is

based upon tlre concept of radíal inerfrd [GRAT]. Given a curve that approximates the

contour and is defined by some parameters, the radial inertia function can be used ¡o obøin

these parameters. It works primarily with radially connected contours, which is ideal for

tree rings. A radial line drawn through such a contour wi cross it only once.

The algorithm works with a bounded sub-domain D ofa function /(x,y). Each point

(x,y) in D can b€ expressed in polar coordinates as follows

¡=pcos(0)+xo
y=psin(6)+yo

with the pole situated at (ro,yo). The curve c(9) being derived can be expressed as

¡=c(9)cos(0)+¡o
y=c(9)sin(9)+yo

lVith respect to the curve c(0) and pole (ro,yo), the radial inertia of /(¡,y) taken

over the sub-domain D is defined as IGRATI

Jl,,f[cosfa)+.ro,sin(9)+yo][p- c(0)f'zpdpdï. (1.1)

ln discreæ form it is defined as

I,f,lP,-c(o))'
iêD

where /, is a pixel inænsity, p, is the pixel's radial distance from the pole, and Q is

its angle relative to the pole. The domain D is simply the set of pixels that define the

contour of interesl Equation 1.1 is related tD the momcnt ol inertia,The moment of inenia

of a function /(x) about the y axis is defined as follows [PURC]:

)^x'f(x)dx
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The radially connected curve used in IGRAT] is a periodic cubic B-spline. Given rrl

knots, the curve is defined as

ç@¡=irp{fi= r'b(9)
i=l

where r, is the parameter corresponding to the spline þ,. The right hand side is in vector

form, with the vector lengths equal to the number of knots m.

With the curve defined in this way, the radial inertia can be written as

4o -2qrr+rrQr (l.l)

where

co=>lp?
ieD

q = )¡,p,r(4)
ìeD

a = >tb(4)[b(4)]".
ìeD

To find the minimum radial inerti4 the first partial differences with respect to r¡

(i=L...n) are equated to zero. This results i¡ the following equation:

r"o, = Q-rQ'

Using the algorithm to obtain B-splines for the tree rings is a sraightfonward

approach. The image must first be edge deæcæd. The best method for achieving this is with

the LoG operator. lVhen working on a particular ring, the sub-domain used must not

include pixels from other rings. To achieve this, the ring can be bounded on the inside and

outside by two polygons. Thus only those pixels lying inside the larger polygon, but

outside the smaller one, are used. However, ttris would require careful placement of the

polygons. In the sample biscuit image, the rings a¡e rather circulaÌ, so a circular bound can

be used. This only requires the placement ofthe centre of the ci¡cle and then a specification

of the ¡adius.



To simplify the matter, the algorithm can be applied to the centre ring first, and then

work outwards. A circular bound is placed upon the centre ring, the ring is processed and

then all pixels lying within the bounds a¡e discarded. A ci¡cular bound is placed a¡ound the

next ring, which is then processed, and again the pixels within the bounds are discarded.

This ensures ùrat the only pixels being processed at each stage are those that belong to the

current ring.

If a ring is not circular, then a polygonal bound is needed. Due to ûre simila¡ structure

that rings exhibit, it may be possible to simply enlarge the initial polygonal bound fty
moving each vertex away from the cenuoid) in order to enclose succeeding rings, but this

idea was not implemented.

Foranexample,considerthestepstakeninFig.4.20.'lobegin,acircularboundis

placed around the centre ring. The algorithm is applied, resulting in a B-spline. This area is

then erased, and a ci¡cula¡ bound is placed a¡ound the next ring. The algorithm is applied

again to produce another B-spline, and the procedure continues as before. For efficiency

reasons, two circula¡ a¡eas can be used to bound the inside and outside ofthe ring. This

reduces the number of pixels needed in ttre computation.

AJthough there was a fai¡ amount of manuai control involved in the example, the

results are very promising. The B-splines accurately approximate the rings. This sort of

method can be used in situations where the tracking methods cannot successfully track

enough ofa ring to derive a properly interpolating B-spline. The drawback tends to be the

trouble in properly bounding the rings so that neighbouring rings do not affect the resulti¡g

B-spline. Extra pixels either belonging !o oúer rings or occurring because of noise ca¡r

skew the B-spline. It was suggested in IGRAT] that the procedure can be iæraæd using

restricted sub domains bæed upon the B-spline from the previous iteration. The new sub-

domain ca¡ consist of those pixels lying a certain distance from the B-spline in the previous

step. This lessens the effect ofnoise. As can be seen in Fig. 4.20, excellent approximations

can be achieved without iæration.
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(c) (o

Fig. 4.20 Tbe B-splines were drâwn in exclusive-or mode to mâke then more visible a) A
bounding circle has been placed around tbe cenúe htot and the B-spline was computed b) The
bounding area from (a) was erased, a new bounding circle was plåced afound the first ring, and
tbe B-spline was computed. c) The same procedue was repeâted ftr tb€ se.ond ring, Io this
cåse the noisy data betwe€n t-he frst aJd second rings was also erased by defining a circulâr
boundjust inside the third ring. d) The three B-splines thâ¡ were mmputed.

4.8 Conclusions
The minimum intensity algorithm out-performs the other two methods. It can Eaverse

small ring breaks and is not effecttÅ by noise as much as the subpixelic method. Its
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drawback lies in tire fact that it can only traverse fhe centre of a ring which means that data

on the ring's width cannot be obtained.

The subpixelic tracking method can be used to track both sides of a ring, making it

possible to obtain daø on the ring's width. However, it is very sensitive to noise and

cannot traverse ring breaks as easily. It is also not very suiæd to the enhancements

described.

Tracking based upon edge di¡ection i¡fonnation is the simplest method, but it must

have complete ring edges if it is going to successfully traverse the enti¡e ci¡cumference of a

ring. The problems in obøining complete ring edges make this t¡acking method

undesirable.
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Chapter 5
Apptications

5.1 Introduction
This chapter ties together the investigations undertaken in ttre previous chapters. In

section 5.2, a description of the softwa¡e that was used to test atl of the algorithms is

described. Section 5.2 is a case study which outlines the procedures that can be used to

extract tree rings. The final two sections describe nvo applications of this research. The

first describes a procedure for counting rings algorithmically and the second on how ûo

obtain relative ring areas.

5.2 Software

ln order to test the image enhancemenq edge detection and edge facking techniques,

an application was developed. It incorporaæs all of the image processing and ring analysis

æchniques discussed in Chapûers 2,3, and 4. Extra features were added in order to

simplify the study of these methods.

For the l,oG edge detection method, both a serial and parallel version were

implemented. For the parallel version, a T805-30 transputer was used. The motivation for

implementing a parallel version was the large ¿rmount of processing time required by the

læG operator. A 35x35 operator requires 1225 multiplications for each pixel. The sample

biscuit image's dimensions are l296xll6l (1,504,656 pixels). Thus, 1,843,203,600
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multiplications would be required. On a SPARCstation 1, this equates to over an hour of

processing time.

IVith most image processing techniques, including LoG edge detection, parallelization

is straightforward. If there a¡e n nodes being used on the transputer, then the image is

simply split up into z blocks, one for each node. The host processor sends the blocks to

each of the nodes via a message passing protocol. Each node processes its respective sub-

image and sends the dat¿ back to the host processor which combines the processed blocks

into the flmal image.

The main application was developed under the LIND( operating system on a Sun

SPARCstation using the C programming language. The interface was created with the

XView 2.0 libraries and runs under the X Window System. All images were stored using

the Tagged Image FiIe Format CIIFF).

The main part of the interface consists of a single control window (Fig. 5.1). The

control window contains the menus and various buttons and input areas. The image lies

within the image wi¡dow which has sliders for viewing different sections of the image

(assuming the image is larger than the image window). There a¡e three other windows that

can be displayed or hidden under menu cont¡ol. The first is the enlarge window which

allows the user to display a4 enlarged portion of the main image. This window is also used

to initiate edge tracking. The larger pixels make it easier for selecting a starting point By

clicking on one of the pixels in the enlarge window, the currently selecæd edge tracking

algoritlìm will be initiaæd. The second window is for displaying a ring cross-section

selected by the user. The thi¡d window is simply for disptaying a histogram of the colours

in the image. The cross-seclion md histogram windows have horizontal sliders that are

used to view different sections of the dat¿ that may lie outside the window a¡ea. Each of the

three windows can be resized, and the respective data that they display will be rescaled or

redrawn, where appropriaæ.
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Fig. 5.1 Application control window.

The menu ba¡ in the cont¡ol window contains the following menus and functions:

File: Loading and saving of TIFF files as well as quitting the program.

Enhance: Execution of the image enhancement techniques discussed in Chapær 2.

Process: Execution of the edge detection techniques discussed in Chapter 3.

Misc: Miscellaneous functions: computing histogram, extending edge pixels,

reversing the image, and marking rings based upon a ring cross section

(explained below).

Windows: Opening or closing the enlarge, histogram and cross-section windows.

There is a backup image retained at all times for undoing any image processing

operation. There a¡e two butlons in the menu ba¡ that make use of this. The revert button is

for loading the backup image into the image window. The swap button is for replacing the
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backup image with the image that is currently in the image window. This is used if one

does not want to undo back to the original image after many operations have been

perfonned. The other buttons in the menu ba¡ will be discussed where appropriate.

Below the menu items a¡e various user selecøble iæms. Each one is described in turn,

beginning with the frst row. The first iæm, Operation, has fou¡ buttons that are used to

select which operation can be perfonned in the image window with the mouse. These

operations are indicaæd by the following icons:

Enlarge: Clicking on a point will display an enlarged version of the
a¡ea in the enlarge window.

Cross-section: A line can be drawn anywhere in the image, and the
gray levels of the pixels lying on the line are used to draw a graph
in the cross-section window.

Bounds: A rectångle can be drawn to select a sub-a¡ea ofthe image for
applying operations ¡o, rather than the whole image.

Area: The inside of a pre-computed spline can be selecæd in order ûo
count the number of pixels within its bounds using a flood-fill
algorithm.

Circular Bounds: A circle can be drawn to select a sub,a¡ea of the
image for applying the minimum radial inertia algorithm.

Each operation is activated by clicking the left mouse button in the image window. For

obtaining a cross-section, a click and drag method is used to place the line. The same

method is used for selecting the processing and radial inertia bounds, except that a rectangle

and a ci¡cle a¡e displayed, respectively.

The display ratio can be changed by selecting one ofthe buttons of the Display

Ratio item. Either the whole image is displayed in the image window (l:1), or reduced

versions can be displayed corresponding to l/4th, 1/16th and 1/64th of the size of the

original. The Enlarge X and Y butûons are used for manually enæring an enlargement
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point, which is then displayed in the enlarge window by clicking the Set button. Next to

the Set button is the Enlargement Factor item which has five buttons for controlling the

enlargement scale. Enlargements of 2x,4x,8x, l6x and 32x can be selecæd.

The LP Matrix and HP Matrix items are for selecting the different low-pass and

high-pass convolution kernels discussed in Chapær 2. The Ouþut Method iæm is used

for changing the output method for those edge detection algorithms that produce both

positive and negative values. The frst button is for outputting only positive values.

Negative values are set to a zero gray leveL The second button is for outputting the absolute

value of negative values, and setting positive values to a zaro gray level. The third button

selects absolute output, showing both positive and negative values. The fourth button

selects zero value ouÞut. Uros are set to maximum gray level (255) while positive and

negative values a¡e set to gray level zero. The Neg Zero Pos butûon will result in negative

values being set to a gray level of zerc, zero values set ûo a gray level of 128, and positive

values set to a gray level of 255. Ttte Z.ero Xing button is used only for the LoG edge

detection method. If selected, the zero.crossings will be found using the predicate matching

algorithm, and ouÞut at gray level 255.

The Threshold item sele¡ts the value for thresholding, and the Thresh Replace

item indicaæs the gray level that those pixels lying below the threshold arc set to. The

Entropy Threshold item is used for both the grayscale and colour entropy edge detection

methods. On ¡he next line are two items for setting the number of iterations used by the

iterative edge deæction methods. The first iteration number is for the edge deæction phase

and the second one is for the edge thiruring phase.

Below these items are the ones used for the edge tracking process, Most of these items

æe supplied so that the user can change values used during ttris process. I¡ cases where the

algorithm fails to raverse the entire circumfercnce of a ring, some of these values can be

modifìed to possibly enable the algorithm to succ€€d. However, being able to change these

values does not guarantee that the tracking algorithm will always succeed.
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The first item is for selecting which tracking method is to be used. This can be either

tle subpixelic method, the minimum intensity method, or tracking based upon edge

di¡ection i¡formation obtained during the edge detection process. How the racking

algorithm proceeds after backtracking is select,ed with the Continuation Method iæm.

The tracking enhancements discussed in Chapær 4 can be tumed on or off with the

Check Reversed and Check Curvafure items. These control the tests for ¡eversed

direction and large curvature, respectively. The Show Centre item is simply for

displaying the approximate centre of the ring. In Chapær 4, a method for checking the

curvature was discussed that made use of three points to compute a circle. If the option is

on, a pixel will be drawn at the centre of this ci¡cle at each stage in the tracking process.

This does not affert the tracking algorithm, and is included for display purposes only.

Once a cross-section line has been d¡awn on the image, the ring marking algorithm can

be run to ma¡k on this line where it thi¡la there a¡e rings. Normally, any points that are

detected as rings, a¡e ma¡ked with an X. Another option is to deploy the ring tracking

algorithm at each one of these points, so that multiple rings can be tracked with one

operation. These two choices are controlled by the Ring Marking iæm.

The next group of iæms are used for changing the parameters affecting the cunent

tracking algorithm. The number of pixels that a¡e tracked is set with the Pixel Trace #

slider item. If the tracking meûrod successfully üacls the entire ring, then it will stop when

it has reached the starting point, even if the number of pixels tracked has not reached the

number input into the item.

Normally, the algorithm will move in single pixel incremens. For experimental

purposes only, this increment can be changed with the Increment item. The number of

previously taced pixels that are checked to detect a reversed diæction, is set with the Back

Search # iæm. Sening this to higher values will allow the atgorithm to detect a reversed

direction that occurs over a much longer path.
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The .A,ngle point I and Angle point 2 items are used for adjusting the length of the

tangents used in detecting a large curvan¡re. If equ¿l length tangents are being used, then

only the fust iæm is needed. The lengths of the tangents will be half of this value. Thus, if
it is set to 30, tlren the fi¡st tangent will be computed with the current pixel n and the pixel

¿-15. The second tangent will be computed using pixels n-15 and n-30. If the unequal

length tangent method is being used, then both items must be set and the numbers indicate

the backwa¡d distance at which the two t¿ngents a¡e taken. If the frst item is set to 30, and

the second one set to 10, the frst tangent will be computed using the current pixel n and the

pixel æ-30 sæps back. The second tangent will be compuæd using pixel z-10 and pixel z-

30.

There a¡e two thresholds used in deæcting a la¡ge curvâture. The first is ûo detect when

the curvature has be€ome too great, and the second one indicaæs how far back the

algorithm must go before continuing. The Retrace Thresh and Angle Backup Thresh

items are for setting these two thresholds. The numbers represent angles from 0 to 360

degrees.

The frnal group of items a¡e a collection of miscellaneous pa¡ameters. When the jump

continuation method is sele¡æd, the algorithm will jump forward a certain distance after it

has backtracked. This distance will be a multiple of the length of the line used to compute

the local tangent. This multiple is set with the Jump item. The next three items, Left line,

Middle line, and Right line, are used to set the lengths of the line averages used for the

minimum inænsity edge tracking method.

The Alpha item is used t,o set the o parameter uæd for the optimal recursive edge

detection method. The width of the positive cenral region of the lnG operator is set with

the LoG W item. The Matrix Rad iæm is used to set the radius of the averaging area

used in obtaining the ring cross-section. The final iæm, # of Nodes, is used to set the

number of nodes on tìe tralsputer that are used in the paraltel implementation of læG edge

deæction.



5.3 Case Study

This section deals primarily with the procedure that was used to obtain spline

approximations to the rings in the sample biscuit image. To begin, the image was edge

detecæd with the LoG operator with a positive cenEal region width of 9. This decision was

based upon conclusions provided in Chapær 3. The minimum intensity edge tracking

method was used because it has the highest success rate of all three tracking methods.

There a¡e two situations where the minimum radial inertia contour detection algorithm was

used due to an extremely poor dehnition of the rings.

Beginning with the rings of the main t¡unk, the initial parameter settings for the edge

tracking were as follows (using the item names from the Control window):

I Back Search #: 7

30 Angle point 2: 10

Retrace Thresh: 30 Angle Backup Thresh: 6

Jump: 1.2 Left line: 3 Middte line: 5 Right line: 3

The checks for a reversed di¡ection or a large curvature were enabled. The Continuation

Method item was initially set to Single Pixel.

The tracking algorithm was set to star racking upwards. An iæm could have been

added to allow this to be changed interactively, but it was not of importance. In most cases,

the tracking algorithm was initiaæd on the left side of the ring, at approximately the 9

o'clock position. With the tracking direction set to nonh, this results in a clockwise

traversal of a ring. In some cases it was necessary to start the algorithm on a different part

ofa ring to avoid a noisy area that it could not traverse. ln these situations, the spline was

used to approximate the missing portion.

Starting with the cente ring and working outwa¡ds one ring at a time, the procedure

was as follows (settings remain the same from one ring to the next unless changed as

indicated):

Ring 1: radiai inertia method used due to noise

Increment:

Angle point 1:
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Ring 2: successfully tracked

Ring 3: unsuccessfully tracked when starting from left side of ring, but
successfully tracked when starting from right side

Ring 4: successfully tracked; Jump continuation method used

Ring 5,6: successfully tracked

Ring 7: radial inertia method used due to poor definition of ring

Ring 8: successfully tracked

Ring 9: radial inertia method used due to poor definition of ring

Ring 10: successfully tracked; Curvaturc continuation method used

Ring 11: successfully üacked; Jump continuation method used

Ring 12: successfully tracked

Ring 13: due{o poor definition of ring nea¡ the bottom, the facking algorithm was
started closer t,o the problem area; Curvature continuation methoil used

Ring 14: again, the ring was poorly defined nea¡ the bottom so the tracking
algorithm was started nea¡ the problem area

Ring 15: successfully tracked

Ring 16: algorithm sta¡ted near problem area; Iump continuation method used;
setting the Jump distance ûo 1.3 allowed algõrithm to rack fu¡ther into the
problem area

Rjng 11-22: successfully tracked; Jump distance set to 1.2

Ring 23,24t algorithm srårted on right side of ring to avoid problem area

The remaining rings would have to be tracked in more than one section due to

increased noisy areas. Many of the extemal rings are simply too poorly defined to be

tracked suc€essfully. The radial inertia algorithm coutd be used for these rings, but it would

be difficult to defi¡e the proper boundaries. The resulting splines are shown in Fig. 5.2.

In basically all cases, excellent approximations to the rings were obtained. One

particular enor can be seen on the ninth spline (starting at the centre spline) near the

bonom. The interpolation of a noisy area resulted in a small "glitch" where the ninth spline

touches with eighth spline.
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Fig, 5.2 The splines obtained by edge úacki¡g the rings. Tbe cenre spline is not a ring, but
rather the cenhe of the tree.

For the mistletoe growth, the centre knot and the inneûnost ring were not tracked

because of the large low-inænsity a¡tifact that encompæses them. The initial tracking

settings were identical to those above except for four changes. The Retrace Thresh item

was set to 40 rather than 30 because of the tighter curvatures occurring on the second

innermost ring. The Left line, Middle line, and Right line iæms were set to 4, 6 and

4, respectively. The longer line lengths reduce the chance that the algorithm will rcverse

because of ùe generally thicker rings.
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Fig.5.3 The splines obtaíned by edge rracking the rings. The missing ponion on the lefr side of
the outermost spline occu¡rei be¡ause the interpolated sectio lied outside of the itrÉge
bomds.

Starting with the second innerrnost ring, the procedure was as follows (settings remain

the same from one ring to the next ur ess changed as indicaæd):

Ring 2: algorithm started on the lower right to properly traverse the large gap in the
ring at the upper right; Iump continuation methôd used

Ring 3: successfully tracked; Retrâce Thresh set to 30 due to smaller curvature
of remaining rings

Ring 4,5: successfully tracked; line lengths set to 6, 8, and 6 for left, middle a¡d
right, respecrively, because rings a¡e thicker
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Ring 6:.algorithm started on upper left of ring due to noisy area on the left; spline
interpolaæs missing portion

Ring 7-11: alggrithm started on upper left of rings due to noisy area; splines
inte-rpolaæ missing portions; line lengths set to 7, 9, and 7 becau-se rings are
thicker

Due to the absence of any ring definition on the left of side of the mistletoe, the

tracking algorithm could not traverse the rings compleæly. For rings 6 to 11, the missing

sections had !o be interpolated with the splines. As can be seen in Fig. 5.3, these

inærpolations were not very accurate. Again, as with the other half of the biscuit, the outer

rings could not be t¡acked in one section due to a lack of definition. The effects of the

increased noise at the outer rings ca¡r be seen in the poor spline inærpolation of the

outermost ring.

5.4 Ring Counting
When studying a biscuit, it is useful to know how many rings there are. This can be

accomplished by hand, but if one already has a digital image of the biscuit, it is more

efhcient to do it algorithmically. A description ofsuch an algorithm follows.

In chapær 3, it was shown that within a cross sectional image, the tree rings resemble

inverted roof edges. This cross section was obtained by drawing a radial line across the

rings such that it crossed each ring only once. Obøining the gray levels ofeach pixel that

lies on the line, from stârt to end, produces an image such as that shown in Fig. 5.4(a).

By traversing the line and counting the number of uoughs lhat occur, an estimate of

the number of rings can be obtained. However, a cross section ofnoisy rings can produce

random shallow troughs. This can be seen in Fig 5.4(a). There a¡e only three rings in the

image (the deeper troughs) but there are two shallow troughs that occu¡ because of noise.

Pre-smoothing the image to remove the noise will improve the defrnition of the troughs, but

extraneous troughs can still occur. Fig. 5.4(b) illustrates the same line cross section, but

the biscuit image was smoothed first, using 4 iterations of the K-nea¡ noise reduction

method, with K=6. There is still one trough that does not coÍespond to a ring.
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Insæad of taking the gray level at each pixel on the line, a local average ca¡ be used

i¡uæad. This will reduce the effects of the noise and will produce much smoother varying

troughs. The size of the averaging area is importanl Fig. 5.4(c) illusEates the same cross-

section on the original image, but using a 3x3 local average at each point on the line. Notice

that there is still one exrra trough. Using a 5x5 local average finally results in only tluee

troughs.

Fig, 5.4 Example cross sertions of rings a) Origina¡ biscuit irlage b) Image smoothed with
the K-ne¿¡ noise reduction metbod c) Original, but using a 3x3 avef,age at each point on the
line d) 5x5 averaging,

It appears that the use ofa local average at each point reduces errors. It is possible that

even better ¡esults can be achieved by using it upon a pre-smooüed image. However, it

would be advantageous to have only the rings present in the image. This can be

accomplished through edge detection. The most effective edge detection scheme presented

in Chapter 3 was the LoC operator. It can provide an image that consists solely of fhe

rings. There is an added advantage in using this method because the rings will also be very

smoothly varying troughs, which is due to the way the LoG operâtor responds to intensity

changes. Other edge detection methods could be used, such as the multi-template edge

detector, but it is not appropriate in this cæe to have both sides of the rings deæcted

because there would be extra troughs.
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It is a simple matter to count the troughs within a given cross section. A binary

automaton can be used. One stâte conesponds o the algorithm moving downwa¡ds into a

trough, and the other for moving upwards out of a trough. If the ståte changes from up !o

down, then a peak was encountered. If the staæ changes from down to up then a rough

was encountered. The gray levels conesponding to the previous peak and the previous

trough are stored. If a tough is encountered and the difference between the Eough gray

level and the gray level of the previous peak is above a certain threshold, then the trough is

ma¡ked as a ring. A threshold is used so that shallow t¡oughs that occur are not considered

tree rings.

This algorithm has a low error rate when used on an image that was edge deæcted with

the L¡G operator. The positioning of the cross-section line is done manually to allow some

discretion in choosing a properly dehned set of rings. Fig. 5.5(b) shows an example set of

rings with marla on each point that the ring counting algorittrm recognized as a ring. The

di¡ection of the cross-section line is implicit in the position of the ma¡ks. The rings in Fig.

5.5(a) were deæcted with the LoG edge detection operaûor using a positive cenEal region

width of 9 and a total width of 27.Fig.5.5(c) shows rhe cross-section of the rings. The

graph was generated by using a 3x3 local average at each point on t¡e cross-section line.

The high accuracy in counting the rings can be attributed to the excellent edge

detection abilities ofthe l,oG operaror. The faint rings along the left side in Fig 5.5(a) are

detected very well and are clearly visible in Fig. 5.5(b). The use of averaging ûo take points

off of the cross-section line allows for the line ûo cross through a break in a ring and still

have it ma¡ked. This will occu¡ as long as the averaging a¡e¿ is wide enough to bridge the

ring break. An example of this can be seen in Fig 5.5(b). The cross-section line intersecæd

with a very high intensity part of the thi¡d line from the left, but a tough was still generated

and the ring was ma¡ked.
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Fig. 5,5 a) Originâl test ar€a b) Edge dereded witb I¡G operaffi (w=9) a¡d showing na¡ted
rings. c)The coss section used to count tbÊ toughs.

Although the accuracy is high, there are problems that can occur. If the cross-section

line crosses over a spot edge that was the resr¡lt of noise, it can result in a spurious trough

in the cross-section. This trough will be inconectly marked as a ring if it is deeper than the

th¡eshold. If the cross-section line crosses ürrough a ring break it may be possible that a

üough will not be generated and the ring will not get mârked. However, a quick visual

inspection can verify if such enors have occuned.

5.5 Ring Area
Once a ring has been tracked, and a spline that interpolates this ring is compuæd, it is

possible to obtain an approximation of the ring's area. Each pixel will represent some

fraction of an inch, depending upon the sca¡ning resolution used to digitize the biscuit. The

sample biscuit image was scanned at 600 dpi, therefore each pixel represents l/600 of an

inch. The numbers retumed by the following methods can be divided by the square of the

scanning resolution to obøin the ring's area in squaæ inches.
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The simplest way to obfain an area is !o count the number of pixels that lie within the

region bounded by the particular ring. This can be achieved with a simple flood-fill

algorithm, since the spline corresponding to the ring will be continuous and define an

enclosed a¡ea. The flood fill is a recursive algorithm nonnally used for filling in closed

regions with a specific colour. If the border has a colour C and the region is to be filled

with this colour then, given a starting point (x,y), the algorithm would be as follows:

procedure FloodFiJl(x, y, C)

{

if (colour at pixel (x,y) is equat to C)

feturn

set pixel (x,y) to colour C

FloodFill(x- l, y, C)

FloodFill(x+1, y, C)

FloodFill(x, y-I, C)

FloodFill(x, y+1, C)

)

For each pixel that is coloured, a counter can be incremented. This counter can be used as a

measure of area and compared with the pixel counfs of other rings.

Unfornrnaæly, the flood fill algorithm can overflow the stack quickly and is also very

slow. Other a¡ea fill methods can be used insæad. As a spline is drawn, the points on the

curve are connected with straight lines to eliminate the possibility of a discontinuity. The

curve is essentially a polygon with a large number ofedges. Thus, any existing polygon

filling routine can be used to count the number of pixels within the spline boundary.

A more mathematical approach for finding the a¡ea is to use Green's theorem. Given a

closed differentiable curve C, Green's theorem states that

¡r".=l ltxdv-vdxl
)J' ' "-c

with the integral taken a¡ound the eonbu¡ c. If the cu¡ve is defined parametrically, then the

above equation becomes
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2J.\ " dt "' dt I
The eubic splines used to approximate the rings are defined parametrically and have C2

continuity. Given n spline segments, üre area is defined as

tu* = +* I:," (,, u, ff - r, r, +y,
with spline segmentj and its derivatives defined as

x,(t) = AuG - t,)3 + BuG - t,)2 + Cj,(t - tj) + Dj,

y j(t)=Aj,(t-t)3 + Br(t-t,)2 +ChG-tj)+Di.
d.x.(t\

t :' = A*(t - t¡)' + Bj,(t - tj)+ cj,

dv,(t\-i= Ajy(t-tj)'+ BhG-t j)+Ch

To compute the integrand for spline segment j, Simpson's rule for numerical

quadrature is used. This rule is as follows:

IÍØdt=>v'ifçj)
a i=0

with w, defined as

hwo=w"=V

*."=4 2k+0utd2k+m^3
4h

t+zt+t = !
with t,-a+jh and h-b-a

m

where m is üre number of subdivisions used to obtain an approximation to the a¡ea under

the function (rz must be even). Larger rn will result in a better approximation to the a¡ea.

In pæameric form, the a¡ea of the parameric cubic spline can be writtÊn as

å}fi''(""' T-''u''T)
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where n is the number of knots, and the outer summation is taken from knot 0 to knot n-l,

This equation will give a betær approximation to the a¡ea because it is a subpixelic

computation. The flood-fill method will only give the area in whole pixels even though the

actual spline crosses pixels at a subpixelic resolution.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion

6,1 Summary
In the course of developing a srategy for extracting the rings in a biscuit image,

various image processing æchniques were investigaæd. Each of these techniques was

applied to the sample biscuit image and evaluated.

An initial problem was the noise occurring in the biscuit image. Thus, edge preserving

noise reduction me¡hods were examined with the K-near method producing the most

favourable results. The reduction of noise significantly improved the results of those edge

detectors examined which did not have noise immunity.

The main focus of the study was on edge detection. Many methods were examined a¡d

judged on their ability to deæct the ring edges in the sample biscuit image. The LoG edge

detector proved to be superior to all, in both noise immunity and edge detection ability.

This method was thus used to edge detect the image before edge tracking or ring counting

was performed.

ln order to obtain spline approximations !o the rings, three methods of edge tracking

were examined. Problems conceming ring breala and noise prompæd the development of

enhancements speci.ficaliy designed to work with the low cu¡vature that tree rings exhibil

With the enhancemenfs applied, the minimum inænsity edge tracking method had the



highest success rate in tracking rings along their entire ci¡cumference. Thus, this method

was used tÐ obtain spline inærpolations to the rings in the sample image.

To demonst¡ate the usefulness i¡ exeacting tree rings, two applications were

described. An algoritlm was developed that uses ttre edge deæcæd image to count rings

along a radial cross section. The second application wæ the computation of relative ring

area,which is easily achieved once an interpolating spline is obtained.

A case study of the sample biscuit image was presented rro demonst¡ate how to obtain

spline approximations to the rings. Although not all rings were processed successfrrlly, due

to their poor definition, spline approximations were obtained for the inner 24 rings of the

main trunk, and 10 rings of the mistletoe. This showed that the procedure can succeed

reasonably well under various conditions.

6,2 Further Work
The majority of this work was done on grayscale images. As stated earlier, colour

edge detection can provide extra information because differences in inænsity and hue can be

detected. These merits should be examined upon a properly smoothed colour image. If

possible, it should be done on a 24 bit image rather than 8 bit to maintain the maximum

amount of information from the original scan.

The advantages of a higher scanning resolution were not investigaæd due to the large

images that can result The greater detail may reduce enor during the edge deæction and

edge tracking sæps. In particular, those rings that a¡e relatively thin or very faint would be

betær defined if sca¡ured at a higher resolution.

As suggested by Ma¡r and Hildreth [MARR,HILD], the combination of different

scales of edge detection would provide more accurate edge localization. In this regard, the

simultaneous tracking of the same edges detected at differcnt scales could reduce edge

tracking enors. If the edge direction information obtained from the edge detection process
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was used to guide the minimum inænsity edge Ûacker, then it might be possible to reduce

enors further.

There are probably many more enhancements that can be made to the minimum

inænsity racking method. One possibility is to track two adjacent ri¡gs at fhe same time. If

the disrance between the paths exceeds a certain threshold, or goes below another

th¡eshold, then that would indicate one of the paths has deviated from the ring. This, of

course, would only work if adjacent rings have a relatively constant separation along their

entire circumferenc¿. Such a situation may not be very common rhough.

Although it was not examined, the property of ring density can also be computed

algorithmically. This would only require a simple extension !o the ring counting âlgorithm.
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